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I remember vividly the day, at the tail end of March, when facemasks suddenly became synonymous with morality: either one cared about the lives of
others and donned a mask, or one was selfish and refused to do so. The shift occurred virtually overnight. 

Only a day or two before, I had associated this attire solely with surgeons and people living in heavily polluted regions. Now, my friends’ favorite
pastime during our weekly Zoom sessions was excoriating people for running or socializing without masks in Prospect Park. I was mystified by their
certitude that bits of cloth were the only thing standing between us and mass death, particularly when mere weeks prior, the message from medical
experts contradicted this new doctrine.
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On February 29, the U.S. surgeon general infamously tweeted:

Anthony Fauci, the best-known member of the coronavirus task force, advised Americans not to wear masks around this time. 

Similarly, in the earliest weeks of the pandemic, the CDC maintained that masks should be worn only by individuals who were symptomatic or
caring for a sick person, a position that the WHO stood by even longer.

As rapidly as mask use became a matter of ethics, the issue transformed into a political one, exemplified by an article printed on March 27 in the 
York Times, entitled “More Americans Should Probably Wear Masks for Protection.” The piece was heavy on fear-mongering and light on evidence. 
While acknowledging that “[t]here is very little data showing that flat surgical masks, in particular, have a protective effect for the general
public,” the author went on to argue that they “may be better than nothing,” and cited a couple of studies in which surgical masks ostensibly
reduced influenza transmission rates.  

One report reached its conclusion based on observations of a “dummy head attached to a breathing simulator.”  Another analyzed use of surgical masks
on people experiencing at least two symptoms of acute respiratory illness. Incidentally, not one of these studies involved cloth masks or accounted for
real-world mask usage (or misusage) among lay people, and none established efficacy of widespread mask-wearing by people not exhibiting
symptoms.  There was simply no evidence whatsoever that healthy people ought to wear masks when going about their lives, especially
outdoors.  Yet by April, to walk the streets of Brooklyn with one’s nose and mouth exposed evoked the sort of reaction that in February would have
been reserved for the appearance of a machine gun.
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In short order, the politicization intensified. President Trump refused to wear a mask relatively early on, so resistance to them was equated with
support for him. By the same token, Democratic politicians across the board eagerly adopted the garb; accordingly, all good liberals were wearing
masks religiously by the beginning of April. Likewise, left-leaning newspapers such as the New York Times and the Washington
Post unequivocally promoted mask-wearing after that March 27 article, with no real analysis or consideration of opposing views and evidence.

The speed with which mask-wearing among the general public transitioned from unheard of to a moral necessity struck me as suspicious.
all, if the science was as airtight as those around me claimed, surely masks would have been recommended by January or February, not to mention
during prior infectious disease outbreaks such as the 2009 swine flu. It seemed unlikely that the scientific proof became incontrovertible sometime
between late February and late March, particularly in the absence of any new evidence surfacing during that time period. 

Perhaps none of this is particularly surprising in this hyper-political era. What is shocking is the scientific community’s participation in subverting
evidence that does not comport with the consensus. A prime example is the Institute of Health Metrics Evaluation’s (“IHME”) rather astounding claim
published in the journal Nature-Medicine and echoed in countless articles afterward, that the lives of 130,000 people could be saved with a nationwide
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mask mandate.  

As my colleague Phil Magness pointed out in an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal, the IHME model was predicated upon faulty data:  it assumed
that 49% of Americans were wearing masks based on a survey conducted between April and June, while claiming that statistic represented the number
of Americans wearing masks as of September 21.  In fact, by the summer, around 80% of Americans were regularly wearing them.  (Ironically, had Dr.
Fauci and the Surgeon General not bungled the message in March, mask use probably would have reached much higher rates much earlier on).

This called into question the accuracy of the 130,000 figure, since many more people habitually used masks than the study presumed. 

Although Magness contacted Nature-Medicine to point out the problem, after stalling for nearly two weeks, the journal declined to address it.  Needless
to say, the damage had been done:  newspapers such as the New York Times undoubtedly would fail to correct the error and any retractions certainly
would be placed far from the front page, where the initial article touting the IHME figure appeared. Thus, as expected, the unfounded claim that
130,000 lives could be saved with a nationwide mask-mandate continues to be repeated, including by president-elect Joe Biden and National Institutes
of Health Director Francis Collins. 

That the science behind mask-wearing is questionable at best is further exemplified by a letter to the editor written in response to Magness’s article.
Dr. Christopher Murray acknowledged that rates of mask-wearing have steadily increased, but then concluded that masks should be used because they
are “our first line of defense against the pandemic” and current IHME modeling indicates that “if 95% of U.S. residents were to wear masks when leaving
home, we could prevent the deaths of tens of thousands of Americans” because “masks work,” and “much deeper pain is ahead if we refuse to wear
them.”  

None of this accounts for the failure of either Nature-Medicine or the IHME modelers to recognize and correct the error.  Moreover, neither the IHME
modelers nor Dr. Murray provide any evidence that masks work. They assume masks are extremely effective at preventing spread of the
coronavirus, and then claim that the model is correct for that reason. This sort of circular reasoning is all-too typical of those who so vociferously
insist that masks are effective without going to the trouble of substantiating that contention – or differentiating what is likely a modest benefit from
mask-wearing in specific indoor locations and around high-risk individuals from the media-driven tendency to depict masks as a silver bullet for
stopping the virus in all circumstances. 

Coverage of a recent mask study conducted in Denmark likewise epitomizes the failure of the scientific community to rigorously engage with
results that do not fit the prevailing masks-as-a-panacea narrative. The first randomized and controlled study of its kind, it found an absence of
empirical evidence that masks provide protection to people wearing them, although it apparently did not assess whether they prevent infection of those
who encounter the wearer.  The report was covered in a New York Times article bearing the patronizing headline, “A New Study Questions Whether
Masks Protect Wearers. You Need to Wear Them Anyway.”  

Noting that the results “conflict with those from a number of other studies,” primarily “laboratory examinations of the particles blocked by materials
of various types,” the author remarked that, therefore, this research “is not likely to alter public health recommendations in the United States.” Notably,
laboratory examinations, as opposed to the Danish study, do not account for the realities of everyday mask usage by non-medical professionals. 

The author then quotes Susan Ellenberg, a biostatistician at the University of Pennsylvania, who claims that the study indicates a trend: “‘in the
direction of benefit’ even if the results were not statistically significant. ‘Nothing in this study suggests . . . that it is useless to wear a mask,’”
according to Dr. Ellenberg. 

Nor does anything in this study suggest that it is useful to wear a mask, a fact that Dr. Ellenberg (and the headline) conveniently ignores. Furthermore, if
a result is statistically insignificant, it should not be used to make the case for any proposition — as even I, a layperson, know.  

Scientists ought to dispassionately analyze data that contradicts their biases and assumptions, and be open to changing their beliefs accordingly. That
the results of the only randomized, controlled study were and continue to be automatically discounted demonstrates that, when it comes to the subject
of masks, anything approximating the scientific method has gone out the window. That is all the more evident given the lack of interest that mask
proponents have shown in conducting a randomized, controlled study themselves.
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An article in the Los Angeles Times went even further: it twisted the findings of the Danish study to argue, incomprehensibly, that the research
demonstrated more mask-wearing is warranted.  The author cited, as supposedly compelling evidence that masks work, the low Covid-19 death
rates in Singapore, Vietnam, and Taiwan.  Indeed, according to the latest YouGov poll, administered in mid-November, 83% of Americans now wear
masks in public, higher rates than Vietnam (77%) and Taiwan (82%).

Furthermore, there are other explanations, apart from widespread mask usage, for the remarkably low death rates in these countries.   Some scientists
believe that previous exposure to other coronaviruses in these regions may confer partial or total immunity to SARS-CoV-2. Others have speculated
obesity, environment or genetics could be the reason that Europe and the United States have substantially higher death rates than many Asian and
African countries; after all, obesity is one of the most significant risk factors for severe illness. 

To conclude on the basis of low death rates in several countries that masks prevent coronavirus transmission is patently absurd, illogical, and
unscientific. A casual observer might also note that coronavirus cases (albeit not necessarily deaths) are rising in many parts of the world, regardless of
mask mandates or rates of implementation. While not a controlled experiment, this fact at least ought to be addressed when making such sweeping
claims. 

Ultimately, I do not have the credentials to determine whether or not –or to what extent — masks work. But it is obvious that the issue has become so
politicized that mainstream media outlets, politicians, and even scientists seize upon the slightest bit of favorable evidence, dismiss out of
hand anything that conflicts with their theory, and most egregiously of all misrepresent the data, to support the conclusion that masks worn by
asymptomatic people prevent coronavirus transmission.  

And masks are only one part of this story: school closures, lockdowns, and social distancing all have been dogmatically embraced as a means of
controlling infection. The substantial evidence that these mechanisms are not effective, particularly beyond their duration, has been
automatically rejected for too long. This is not science: it is politics, and those within the profession who have refused to examine their confirmation
biases, or manipulated the evidence to score political points, are utterly unqualified for the job. 
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Face masks are a prelude to taking the mark of the beast.  Children are being taught that the central government has authority that is not

given by the Constitution.  Such are the ways of the great deceiver.

NotKennedy
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Not exactly, hope is people start taking civics and science seriously 
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Kek, they can't be bothered between fantasy stats and celebrity BS.
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Top kek send my wives to collect me, mem mem mem.
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I sneed in my mask at kek
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Etsy is selling nice net masks.

Very breathable and will stop mosquitos from flying into your mouth.

Buster Cherry
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13 hours ago (Edited)

There are more than a dozen reasons for masks but your supposition is not one of those. But it helps others with the one answer fits all

reasons mentality of this failed World. Most can't comprehend complex activities and explaining it isn't worthwhile most either don't

know, don't care can't comprehend. So my post challenges those that do care or are insterested in learning to figure out the reasons.

Your comment sounds good though and yes Douchbag and other failed resources supporing the plan are behind it. 

End Times Prophecy
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15 1 Reply!

9 hours ago

It's not complex. The mask is training for the mark. You don't think that's a valid reason to oppose it? You don't believe in freedom of

religion, you don't believe in freedom of speech. If dumbazzes were putting mask on animals I bet you would care. 

It's not right. 

Anyone making excesses for it, does so out of fear. You fear the wrong thing.   

xious
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The Eyes Wide Shut Zorro Mask . There is a strong connection and amusement among the top globalist, the Zorro Mask and the Jeffery

Epstein Zorro Ranch in New Mexico. Zorro Ranch is located a bit west of Roswell (UFO), a bit north of Albuquerque, it is located at the

southern entrance to the San Luis Valley. In that Valley is the Sangre de Cristo mountain range and the Baca Grande Ranch which is where

communications with non-humans brought into being the atom bomb which has been the most powerful concept to capture the mind of

man for the past 75 years. There is some type of vortex at that location, a vortex so powerful the effects are felt in Albuquerque to the

south and Vail Colorado to the north, a giant ring of influence, the Denver Airport along it's eastern edge has all those gargoyles and wall

paintings of global devastation the covid plandemic and nuclear war, some say an underground tunnel to the Cheyenne Mountain war

control room and bunkers.

The atom bomb is not the only most powerful influence to come from Baca Grande, Klaus Schwab and Maurice Strong, Strong owned the

ranch, at the ranch before during and after WWII there were German Nazi Vril psychics who communicated with the non-humans bringing

forth the wonder weapons. It was at the Baca where the Klaus Schwab and Maurice Strong plans that now have the world shut down were

devised.

It's forces have been manipulated, the vortex, around the ring around it goes, babies tossed into Moloch at at the Zorro Ranch, the

human sacrifice, around and around it goes. The Cult of Rasur, and at the Baca where Laurence Rockefeller say's he met the Devil, and I

am not dreaming I was at the and among the 300 top globalist who met at the Maurice Strong and Klaus Schwab gathering in Vail along

the north edge of that ring, it was September 1982 the Lodge at Vail and they called it the worlds first "World Forum". You won't find any

documentation on it, they don't want you to know about it, but ... Reflecto amuses them... Reflecto gave them LSD when the passed the

plans down to the 300... Reflecto was under guard of MJ-12 for 10 years prior to that and was best bud with General Curtis LeMay

grandson... They don't know where Reflecto came from...

ReflectoMatic
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A few weeks ago I was posting about the adjoining ranches of Val Kilmer and Jane Fonda who was married to Ted Turner, Kilmer is listed

by some as being involved with human trafficking and pedo stuff and his best friend since childhood is Kevin Spacey. Those Fonda and

Kilmer ranches are located just a few miles from the Epstein Zorro Ranch. A clip from an old black&white movie made the rounds couple

of days ago, it was a giant Moloch with steam vents and smoke, hooded priest were tossing in human sacrifice, then in military formation

all zombified globalist-socialist libtards marched into the sacrificial oven. Then, the leader of the hood priest turns around to face the

camera, he takes off his hood, WTF!!! Kevin Spacey????? He's grinning at us... I think that video was in a Lin Wood tweet... The Kraken is

much much bigger then what has so far been revealed, much much bigger...

"

"

Reply!

10 hours ago

Full of crap.

JakeIsNotFake

"

"

15 Reply!

9 hours ago

I see no reason to discount even the most wild conspiracy theories at this point. 

You all look stupid and weak wearing a mask that does nothing but show how you grovel to your oppressors.   

xious

"

"

4 Reply!

7 hours ago

Along the western edge of the ring around San Luis Valley and the Baca Grande Ranch at the Sangre de Cristo, along that western

edge is located a town called Ouray. Ouray is where Ayn Rand wrote the book "Atlas Shrugged".

Who is John Galt?

Now go change your diaper and contemplate what is the meaning of life.

ReflectoMatic

"

"

Reply!

9 hours ago

People have been waiting for the return of Jesus for 2000 years. But now you think that the masks are the certain sign???

tooktheredpill

"

"

13 Reply!

9 hours ago

If you had any honor, it would bother you. 

I have been refused service. I have been denied employment. I cannot buy food, I cannot make money to look after myself. All because

I refuse to bend the knee to the burka. 

You picked a stupid hill to die on. The future is not masks. It will be fire and death. 

xious

"

"

1 Reply!

9 hours ago

You will know them by what they do. 

xious

"

"

63 3 Reply!

14 hours ago

I can always spot a liberal - they’re the ones wearing a face diaper while driving with the windows closed.  

Bushido

"

"

3 42 Reply!

13 hours ago

And paying you after their toilet is cleaned

StonedSolar

"

"

5 Reply!

11 hours ago

LOL, you don't clean toilet, that's true. Nobody in your urban commune ever does.

averros

"

"

4 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

I don’t believe in masks because I have seen masks under the microscope and these mandatory masks are like open door to a mosquitos

but sitting with an Uber driver may gives a sense of false safety. 

 

 

zeronetwork

"

"

13 hours ago (Edited)Fudomyo
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21 Reply!

For medical personnel in hot zones during an actual pandemic, a FFP3 or N99 face mask, CE Category 3 / Types 4, 5 & 6 disposable

coverall with integrated hood, nitrate resistant gloves and air tight goggles are baseline requirements.

When you compare that to the PPE requirements for Covid-19 first responders, it's a clear indication of how low the threat assessment

for Covid actually is.

"

"

14 1 Reply!

9 hours ago

I have rights as an individual. The masks are mindless groupthink. 

That should be reason enough. Put up or shut up. Don't wear one at all, or don't talk hard on the internet. 

xious

"

"

7 Reply!

9 hours ago

Yeah, right wingers take the masks off before getting in their car. So much better. Night and day difference.

How about you grow a spine, and stop wearing it at all!

 

xious
"

"

48 Reply!

14 hours ago

I personally know several people who 1) did not know the government including Fauci initially said do not wear masks, they are useless, and 2)

who once told and given evidence, said "well, they were obviously lying because they didn't have enough masks."  I have personally asked these

people, if they were lying then, why don't you think they are lying now?  The answer varies, but generally is that they've been told by multiple

(MSM) sources that masks work, and there is widespread agreement of this fact.

LetThemEatRand

"

"

27 Reply!

14 hours ago

You should ask them when was the last time the gubbermint didn't lie. They will have a pretty hard time to come up with an example xD

NIRP_BTFD

"

"
34 Reply!

13 hours ago

Most people just can't get their arms around the idea that a nice looking guy in a suit and tie (government or MSM) will lie to their

faces.  Even people who acknowledge they have been lied to by these same people in the past.  

LetThemEatRand

"

"

12 2 Reply!

13 hours ago

Mask works in a sense that it keeps you reminding that you are controlled by someone else. And after sometime you lose your pride and

human to human affection we developed with a smile over centuries. Corona is being used as a mechanism to create a distance between

humans. 

 

first thing to control and destroy a society is to separate a group to individuals and than pick them up one by one and eliminate them. 

 

People’s attitude towards others political parties affiliation and religious beliefs is clearly targeted with full force by the group that is

working to control this society. 

 

if you don’t like people from other political party or other religious group, you are surely compromised and you should think about it.

you are being used. 

 

 

 

zeronetwork

"

"

5 Reply!

9 hours ago

People have been brainwashed. I know several who are so afraid of the virus that they cringe if you should dare cough or sneeze.

Marie_Curie@@

"

"

5 Reply!

9 hours ago

Their only reason is fear of the group. It's dishonorable cowardice. This is how mass graves happen. 

xious

"

"
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5 Reply"

"

Reply!

1 hour ago

And people think they aren’t being gaslit....brilliant by the evil doers.

sm0k4

"

"

43 2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Everyone is brainwashed to think they work even though

Cases are higher than ever

Masks have been mandatory for over 6 months and we're still locked down 

It didn't work in 1918

Its hopeless

coletrickle45

"

"

19 Reply!

13 hours ago

The author recognizes the "collectivist" conditioning. It's the first step in "everyone being equal" (except for the people making is so).

Roacheforque

"

"

36 1 Reply!

14 hours ago

I am copying this from a post on The Burning Platform. 

"

Chemist46

I was trained as a chemist. A large part of my professional career was working in various parts of the filtration industry. I developed a line

of mixed esters of cellulose membrane filters. Millipore type filters, that were used to sterilize flu vaccines for Merck Sharp and Dohme

as well as other medical products companies. I developed respiratory protection products for Wilson Safety Products used in the mining

industry. I worked for Baxter developing medical / IV filters. I have patents on three IV filters I invented. Baxter sold more than 5 million

of one of those every year for most of a decade. I know a little bit about filters.

Surgical masks were not designed as filters and were not intended to be used as filters. Surgical masks were designed to be used by

surgeons standing face down over an operating table holding a patient with an open wound. The surgeon wearing the mask would be

able to talk to others in the room without discharging spittle droplets into the patient’s wound. Spittle droplets are large and can cause

infection.

I witnessed a test of surgical masks. Small plaster particles were generated in a room. They were visible as a white dust in the air. A man

was properly fitted with a surgical mask and spent a short time in the room. When he came out the mask was removed. A camera was

focused on the man’s face. The entire area that had been covered by the mask was coated by the white dust. The camera showed that his

nostrils and his mouth had been penetrated by the white dust. The dust particles were measured and found to be around 40 micrometers

in diameter. The particles that penetrated the mask were the same diameter.

Covid-19 virus molecules are about 0.1 micrometers in diameter. That is 400 times smaller than the plaster particles that penetrated the

mask.

Surgical masks will not prevent the wearer from inhaling or exhaling viruses or bacteria. They provide absolutely no protection for either

the wearer or anyone nearby. They create a very dangerous false sense of security for everyone. They also force the wearer to rebreath

carbon dioxide. Which will over time reduce the wearers blood oxygen level. That can become very dangerous especially for older people.

This farce is being promoted by sleazy politicians who believe that if they can convince people that they are protecting them or creating a

safe environment for them by pushing this mask farce those people will re-elect them.

All politicians pushing this dangerous mask farce should be voted out of office as soon as possible.

Some great info on the PCR tests and vaccine safety. 

http://tapnewswire.com/2020/11/stay-of-action-filed-against-fda-to-stop-approval-of-covid-vaccine-for-using-faulty-pcr-tests-in-

trials/

meditate_vigorously

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

i read a cogent article which postulated that wearing a mask for only brief periods of time will cause dementia in the future.  plus,

there is apparently teflon in those blue masks

jbvtme

"

"

Reply!

9 hours ago

Also, it's just a bit/ch move. 

xious

"

"

12 hours ago

In total agreement except the following: "They create a very dangerous false sense of security for everyone."

They would create a very dangerous false sense of security if there were in fact an ounce of truth to this hysteria.  Masks are akin to

an aluminum shielded dunce cap, worn on the head to prevent the aliens from putting evil thoughts into one's mind.  Only they are

beeohdee

http://tapnewswire.com/2020/11/stay-of-action-filed-against-fda-to-stop-approval-of-covid-vaccine-for-using-faulty-pcr-tests-in-trials/
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5 Reply!

an aluminum shielded dunce cap, worn on the head to prevent the aliens from putting evil thoughts into one's mind.  Only they are

worse, because misuse of masks actually spread disease.  The dunce cap wouldn't have any affect, good or bad.

Thanks for the link.

"

"

1 Reply!

11 hours ago

Well, because the masks get wet and warm from breathing, they become breeding grounds fir bacteria and fungi. That's why

medical pros who actually need them chage them often.

averros

"

"

Reply!

10 hours ago

Misuse of tools, be they masks, words, or whatever, can effect everyone.

the night watchman

"

"

4 Reply!

10 hours ago

Youre not kidding. Just about every single person from that 1918 pandemic is dead now and they were all using masks!

the night watchman

"

"

Reply!

10 hours ago

It was illegal not to wear masks in 1918 in some places as well.

Salisarsims

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago

No, they tried that, and people did not comply. The bird flu was actually killing people too. The society wasn't feminized back then

like it is now. Stop spreading fake stuff.  

xious

"

"
2 Reply!

3 hours ago

The main issue is not the mask. It is the fact that we don't have a pandemic, just a nasty cold going around. The morgues are NOT full.

Nearly all deaths are being attributed to covid. The flu and heart disease have disappeared from the stats provided by the CDC. It's a

miracle!

WedgeMan

"

"

39 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

I have the credentials to say whether or not masks work. I design and test safety products to standards. I have put products through FDA

certification and must go through SEI certification every year. I am also required to be fit for a N95 mask every year by a first responder, which

is then certified and sent to the state for certification. The company's insurance provider will not insure the company unless myself and three

other employees have their masks certified.

NO PIECE OF PAPER OVER YOUR FACE, BANDANA, OR CLOTH WILL PROTECT YOU FROM ANY PATHOGEN, PERIOD!!!

When you are fit for a N95 respirator, a barrier is put around your head and sucrose solution is sprayed in aerosol form into the box. If you can

taste sugar, your mask doesn't work. 

Go walk by a perfume counter with your mask on. Can you smell the perfume? Can you taste it? GUESS WHAT, YOUR MASK ISN'T DOING

SH1T!!!

It is worthless to wear a mask. Anyone telling you otherwise is either an imbecile, ir has an ulterior motive. If your doctor says they work,

FIND A NEW DOCTOR. THAT DOCTOR SHOULD HAVE THEIR LICENSE REVOKED IMMEDIATELY.

If you think they work. You are wrong. You will never find any evidence they work. You will never find certification that they block the

transmission of pathogens. THERE IS NO FDA CERTIFIED MASK FOR BLOCKING VIRUS. 

I don't care if you wear one. That is your prerogative. You are an idiot, but there is no law against being an idiot. WHERE ANYONE DRAWS THE

LINE, IS FORCING OTHERS TO WEAR THE DIAPER ON THEIR FACE.

The mask mandate is the absolute worst forced piece of BS to come out of the scamdemic. It is the most dehumanizing method of control

imaginable.

adr

"

"

11 hours ago

Just like a chain link fence will probably deflect 1 bullet out of a machine gun load, how effective are these masks really? Closer to 0%,

5%, or 10%. 

In any event, I'd reckon it doesn't matter b/c exposures compound the probability of being infected, and they consistently increase over

time.

25% survival the first exposure is bad but not worthless.

But the next time it's .25 * .25, which is garbage.

tr123
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3 Reply!

But the next time it's .25 * .25, which is garbage.

I think too many "scientists" neglect this effect, for it would mean that even with 50% effectiveness masks would still be worthless.

 

"

"

5 Reply!

10 hours ago

It still boggles the mind how obedient people are to wearing masks.  Here in PA at some outdoor outlet malls, I see almost everyone

wearing masks OUTDOORS?  I'm like WTF people?  You are outside.  It's me, and a very few others who without a mask outside.      

I can understand to an extent putting a mask on to go indoors, and go with the flow, because a store requires it (but they pay no

attention to my kids without a mask interestingly).   But outdoors, is just silly.

And the ADR has it correct.  Unless you are wearing a N95 respirator (face mask), you have about zero protection.  The point of a

loose fitting face mask to prevent coughs/sneezes from spreading germs/virus particles.  And perhaps that may work indoors, among

a large group of people during an illness spread.  But outdoors and/or not very crowded indoors, it's simply not necessary.  

sidorg222

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

Muh mask ain’t about me, I’m protekting da other guy, duh.

Jimmypage1973
"

"

37 2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Those that wear masks are either knowingly or unknowingly participating in a satanic ritual. 

 

Don’t comply. 

Robert Merivel

"

"

6 Reply!

14 hours ago (Edited)

More mosaic than satanic:

 

the staff is a snake!

4Y_LURKER

"

"
Reply!

11 hours ago

Isn't it the same?

averros

"

"

2 Reply!

11 hours ago

No

4Y_LURKER

"

"

2 Reply!

8 hours ago

It's the same. It's evil and child buggery. 

xious

"

"

34 2 Reply!

13 hours ago

It's almost as if ...

1. the pandemic does not exist

and

2. the masks are about obedience

Harry Tools

"

"

20 Reply!

13 hours ago

It’s a real plague. Now give up your guns.

 

Krinkle Sach

"

"

1 7 Reply!

10 hours ago

As if the 250,000 dead from Covid were really DEAD!  Theyre all liars too!!

the night watchman

"

"

8 hours agoxious
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6 Reply!

8 hours ago

People die. We have a very old population. It's not the black death, it's not the bird flu. 

 

xious

"

"

Reply!

2 hours ago

From covid or with covid?

Enceladus

"

"

32 1 Reply!

14 hours ago

I live in the greater Seattle area and am currently visiting a certain small town in north Idaho. It's awesome! a few mask wearers here and there

but by and large most are mask free. Full restaurants, taprooms and wine bars, live music, people enjoying a beautiful late November Saturday

evening and not a lecturing Karen in sight. Looking for acreage, I think I found paradise.

 

Garth Crooks
"

"

14 Reply!

14 hours ago

Welcome to the Free U.S.A. Get those acres!

SurfingUSA

"

"

16 Reply!

13 hours ago

The liberal locusts are already invading.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"
19 Reply!

13 hours ago

I grew up in King County and have to go back often, so I see the full compliance there. Moved to Idaho a few years ago. Totally different

as you said.  What really amazed me is that on Fourth of July there were tens of thousands of fully UN-masked people in McCall for the

annual events.  No masks, and of course the liberal press and creepy social media weirdos said were were all going to be a big graveyard

in two weeks.  NOTHING happened.  Just like Sturgis, where 460,00 old dudes packed pizza joints for 10 days in August without any

precautions.  The evidence is completely ignored.  

Magnum

"

"

8 Reply!

13 hours ago

Buddy of mine went to Sturgis this year. I rode out to SD early Oct and funded locals were they wanted me instead of other states. He

had several pics showing young ladies wearing masks, a pair actually, as a brassiere hahahaha 

homericninjas

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

We (ID) know when we see the BS. 

 

zeronetwork

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago

Those maskers moved out there because they are so afraid of Covid. In the small town areas, we need to run these people out of town.

They go around giving people dirty looks for not wearing masks. Stuff that mask up their azz, and send them back to the city. 

xious

"

"

13 hours ago (Edited)

The worthless face diapers are nothing but another division tactic implemented by the so called "leaders" who hate us all. It was quite devious

how they were pitched too if you remember. It's not that the face masks protect YOU, but rather, they protect others FROM you. That's the

huge difference, because otherwise it would all be about personal choice and whether or not you wanted to wear a face diaper for your OWN

health. However, the demonic assholes flipped it to ensure they'd create division among the peoples so that the sheeple could turn their hatred

INWARD, and not towards those demonic assholes who are responsible for this entire scam.

The first time I heard them say the diapers don't protect you personally, they only protect others from what you might shoot out of your pie

hole, I knew we were going to have these stupid a$$ things for a loooooong time. All it took was for the elites to get the sheeple thinking they

could virtue signal with the things, and all science and decades of research showing face diapers are utterly worthless in stopping influenza

would be ignored. 

When I try to show people all the data, and all the science prior to late March 2020 showing face diapers are completely worthless to stop

influenza, it's like I just landed in front of them from Mars. They can't believe it, they are SO conditioned now to believe the face diapers have

ALWAYS worked in prior pandemics. It's now a conspiracy theory that strapping a piece of paper over your face won't stop an aerosol influenza

virus. Just like how jet fuel can bring down three buildings that collapse perfectly upon themselves.

GOLD AND SILVER NATZI
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31 1 Reply!

virus. Just like how jet fuel can bring down three buildings that collapse perfectly upon themselves.

 

It's sickening how gotdamned stupid so many people are.

"

"

9 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

I don't blame the elite i blame the low iq trash americans going along with it.

Haboob

"

"

19 2 Reply!

13 hours ago

Low IQ. Yeah, right. Try to walk around the Harvard or Princeton campus without a mask. This is where the congregation of the holy

high IQ meets. They'll have the cops on you in 90 seconds.

Then go to Alabama without a mask and see what happens. Then come back here and talk about "intelligence."

Patrick Bateman Jr.

"

"

7 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

One group of people are wearing them to comply and the other are rebelling against tyranny. Those harvard types never knew a

thing about street smarts.

Haboob
"

"

2 Reply!

8 hours ago

Absolutely. How dare you tell me harvard types know anything. The system is falling apart. The top blames the bottom. TRASH!

Lead from the rear. Cowards. 

These people point to the government, media, the big corporations, and the academics for truth. Haven't they ever cracked

those books? History tells us not to trust power.  

xious

"

"
7 Reply!

11 hours ago

Who told you that the professirs have high IQs? The professors?

I never seen so many willingly stupid people together as in academia. Sillycon Valley big tech comes close second, though. 

averros

"

"

Reply!

9 hours ago

Saved me a post!

Darkthirty

"

"

9 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

One of my circle, a sibling who is a veterinarian, and a good one, is absolutely conditioned to masks except outside with social

distancing. No amount of debate can convince her they’re useless and/or unnecessary. Nor would she ever dare read an article with an

unorthodox view. Constantly amazes me. 

BeeGee

"

"

28 Reply!

14 hours ago

Stand by...

This is all psych op conditioning for  the second attack..

It is classic terrorist MOA

Manthong

"

"

3 1 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

May well be a binary or tertiary 

4Y_LURKER

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

For those who can still critically think and haven't been initiated into the Covidian Cult:

https://consentfactory.org/2020/10/13/the-covidian-cult/

holdbuysell

"

"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Isn't it interesting how the left now demands the world live by it's own "morality & code of ethics" regarding mask wearing? When, only

a year or so ago, we were constantly bombarded by Leftist claims that all morality & ethics are in a constant flux of the color

nmewn

https://consentfactory.org/2020/10/13/the-covidian-cult/
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6 Reply!

a year or so ago, we were constantly bombarded by Leftist claims that all morality & ethics are in a constant flux of the color

gray...that would be "grey" and "colour" to all my euro-peon "friends"...lol.

This gray code of morals & ethics could not to be imposed on any human being worldwide lest the ones imposing it be branded

as...

...authoritarians ;-)

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

Yup, moral relativism is a slippery slope that leads to nowhere good.

holdbuysell

"

"

1 Reply!

9 hours ago

How to Survive the Future

"Fred B on November 28, 2020 at 6:34 am

I learned the other day that Dr. Hodkinson has received numerous of death threats for this video. Our governments and the mainstream

media have totally ignored him.

The tests and the masks are in fact useless and the virus in any case is not any kind of a threat of anything serious to well over 99% of

the population. People have to defy the lying authorities, protest, and refuse to get the vaccinations. Buy, grow, and go local. Screw the

airlines. There is no over population crisis in any Western nation. There is now a birth dearth thanks the elites behind the Covid scam and

the Great Reset. The US relies on immigration from the south to sustain their population, but the demographic futures for all Western

nations are terrible unless we can sustain our own populations from within.

The global elites behind the UN Covid Resets want to radically reduce our populations and our consumption. All their lockstep planning

is based on pre-1992 projections which are tremendously flawed and the fake global-warming crisis. To fight back and retain your

freedom and survival, maintain your family system. Help the young who want to marry and have kids. Network on a local level for

solidarity. According to elite plans you will have to comply with reducing consumption so fight back by avoiding the multinationals and

the chains, and cease living to be a consumer. Put kids over materialism serving dead-end consumption with things you don’t need but

own you. Redirect economic growth to local production and self sufficiency. Start real growth from the bottom up with real and not

virtual people and an economy built on a balanced demographic base which can sustain all generations, which demographic elites have

distorted with their destructive methods."

http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=220982

FBaggins

"

"

4 Reply!

8 hours ago

And if bodies start piling up in the streets, nobody will be wearing masks. Most people never have to face real danger. If they do have to

face real danger on a regular basis, it gets way harder to scar them.

TAKE THE MASKS OFF! 

xious

"

"

27 1 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

 

Wearing a mask all day out in public is like having a homeless man's underwear covering your face.  About as hygienic.

The masks worn by the vast majority are neither designed nor capable of filtering viral sized particles.  It's like expecting a badminton net will

screen out a mosquito.

Strictly virtue signaling...

Actually, it's also a training tool by your masters.

sparky139

"

"

5 Reply!

8 hours ago

All maskers are cowards. But they fear the wrong thing. They fear anything. They want you to be controlled because they are to cowardly

to stand up to the controllers. 

 

xious

"

"

25 Reply!

14 hours ago

"No."

That word is a complete sentence. Act accordingly.

homericninjas

"

"

13 hours agoGoodyGumdrops

http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=220982
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24 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Mandates/policies requiring healthy people to wear a mask are ridiculous, unhealthy, absurd, idiotic, controlling,......

GoodyGumdrops

"

"

24 Reply!

13 hours ago

Congratulations America you have passed the test, over 90% mask compliance. Your obedience and willingness to follow all orders no matter

how absurd shows you are ready for the great reset.

PerilouseTimes

"

"

9 Reply!

13 hours ago

It’ll be the 90% v us in CW2. I like those odds.

RedNeckMother

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago

The 90% are human waste. They are no threat once it goes hot. I'll give them something to cower over. 

xious
"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

"Come together at a distance."

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

Casino billboard ad: Where our hearts aren't 6 feet apart...pathetic.

GoodyGumdrops

"

"

24 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

I support the line of thinking but I can tell you very few people wear masks in Vietnam, so 77% or whatever it says is wrong. Vietnam has zero

covid issues so the mask bullies make up stories that they wear them. How about Sweden? Look at this video, filmed a few days ago. See any

masks?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rhFpMglS9A

Meanwhile there are massive populations where literally every breath is through a mask, and they have Covid just like neighboring areas.

Masks simply can not be working otherwise we'd know by now, and even if they did, the control freaks would still be ordering us to stay home,

bankrupt, and never travel.  Fu4k masks!  They are likely making everyone become less healthy due to bacterial pneumonia. Dr Thomas Binder

has been right from the start and he called that back in March.

Magnum

"

"

7 Reply!

13 hours ago

Maybe covid is coming in from the masks, hmmmm.

Celeree

"

"

1 Reply!

8 hours ago

The science can only be understood by super smart people who have spent their whole lives in school and never worked a day. 

sarc/

xious

"

"

22 2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Since May, 7 months, Texas has had a mandate to wear a mask in public. Our number just keep going up. If masks truly worked, that would

not be happening!!!! It's just common sense...

Independent11

"

"

8 Reply!

13 hours ago

Just more people being tested for some reason.

I know a few people who get tested AT LEAST three times a week just because.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

2 Reply!

8 hours ago

I would not have anything to do with those people. You can't trust someone who gets tested 3 times a week. They have no honor. 

xious

"

"

5 hours ago

Xious. They don’t have a functioning brain as well. 

Live and Let Live

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rhFpMglS9A
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1 Reply!

Xious. They don’t have a functioning brain as well. 

"

"

5 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

This. Exactly this. The proof is before your very eyes. If only people would open their eyes. Masks simply do not work. Because they can't.

Something about Plato and a cave come to mind.

Flavius Bellisaurus

"

"

2 2 Reply!

12 hours ago

This is patently false. Texas has no such requirement. WTF are you talking about?

Masks are required inside stores and restaurants, just like most places, but they are absolutely not required "in public". 

_triplesix_

"

"

2 Reply!

8 hours ago

Stupid right winger. Says no mask mandate, then says you have to wear one everywhere. 

Such a big difference. You are a slave, don't wear one at all. Stop making excesses!

Muh red state. I live in Texas, in a very small, very right wing town. Masks everywhere. 

My choice is 100% communism, or 99% communism. 

The governor here clearly has an Epstein sex tape out on him. Probably little boys, cause he's in a wheelchair.

    

xious
"

"

21 2 Reply!

12 hours ago

Stop wearing masks.  

It's about obedience, not about health and science. 

Frequent retailers and stores that do not require them.    

Downvotes by sodomites are encouraged. 

Justapleb

"

"
1 Reply!

7 hours ago

I do not wear one. I will not wear one. If they discriminate against me, they don't get my money. And I will hold a grudge. 

xious

"

"

18 Reply!

11 hours ago (Edited)

I was totally surprised at how quickly Americans folded and starting donning their masks of shame.

However, it’s been very educational to learn exactly how many people can be categorized as sheeple.

At this point I would say its about 95% and that we are royally fucked.

McGantic

"

"

1 22 Reply!

11 hours ago (Edited)

Don't worry, the adults coming into power on Jan 20 will fix the retarded 5% who have fked it up for everybody

StonedSolar

"

"

19 Reply!

11 hours ago

Didn't I tell you to sit in the corner with your mask on until you are told what to do

Solidstatephys

"

"

9 Reply!

11 hours ago

That’s funny. Thx for the laughs.

McGantic

"

"

1 Reply!

7 hours ago

I hope they come heavy. I hope they come hard AF. Your masters won't ever fix me, even if they kill me. 

xious

"

"

13 hours agoKirk Patrick
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16 2 Reply!

13 hours ago

Masks are for ugly women. In other words Liberals.

Kirk Patrick

"

"

16 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

This is the CDC’s own paid-for study from May to review the world’s literature and determine which non-therapeutic actions prevent the

spread of viruses. Spoiler alert: masks don’t work.

https://bit.ly/2HUiAcC

 

RedNeckMother

"

"

8 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

I copy paste that all over the place, I have the url damned near memorized by now. I'm shocked it hasn't been removed yet and memory

holed along with the rest of the infinite data and scientific opinion showing the submission muzzles don't work in stopping influenza.

GOLD AND SILVER NATZI

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

Here are some other good ones I keep bookmarked. I especially like the article about how masks in the operating room don’t prevent

infections.

Masks don’t stop Operating Room infections

https://bit.ly/36wZ14u

PCR Tests Are Misused

https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2020/09/01/covid-tests

Masks Don’t Work In OR

https://bit.ly/3cTUk5Ql

Surgeon Speaks on Public Mask Usage

https://bit.ly/3cYlE2P

 

RedNeckMother

"

"

1 Reply!

8 hours ago

It's not about facts, logic, or reason. They wear the masks because they are dishonorable cowards.

 

xious

"

"

9 Reply!

13 hours ago

Curious, if you post that on Twatter, would they delete it as misinformation? Even though it comes right from the vaunted CDC?

StuffyourVAXX

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

I haven't been deleted once yet, and I've probably posted it well over 1k times over the past couple months.

Of course, I'm a nobody with 20 likes being a monumental occurrence so I'd be curious to see what happened if somebody with some

pull copy/pasted that link.

GOLD AND SILVER NATZI

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

Hey I see a number of us are posting this, awesome. 

I have in recent past up to a couple months ago posted this to Twitter over and over and wasn’t censored. I no lobger visit or even link

to that traitorous site so I don't know how they would respond now.

RedNeckMother

"

"

15 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Masks are only for the purpose of visual effect.  If everyone sees everybody in a mask, then surely there must still be "the danger".  Like

everything these days, the real agenda is always "masked" in narrative and optics.

Gorgeous

"

"

11 hours ago

Don't forget the compliance angle. Masks reinforce the idea that government despots are benevolent and that by your obedience you can

tr123

https://bit.ly/2HUiAcC
https://bit.ly/36wZ14u
https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2020/09/01/covid-tests
https://bit.ly/3cTUk5Q
https://bit.ly/3cYlE2P
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10 Reply!

Don't forget the compliance angle. Masks reinforce the idea that government despots are benevolent and that by your obedience you can

really help make a difference. This is important if you later want to cultivate an army of voluntary informers.

"

"

15 Reply!

12 hours ago

The face mask is the modern day litmus test for ignorance and stupidity.

Chiefisme

"

"

Reply!

12 hours ago

Well it's a step up from black death flaggelation...

newmacroman

"

"

1 11 Reply!

11 hours ago

I thought it was being a trumptard?

StonedSolar
"

"

4 Reply!

11 hours ago

ah yes the Bitard method of intellectual discourse

Solidstatephys

"

"

1 8 Reply!

11 hours ago

Didn't I tell you to sit in the corner with your mask on until you are told what to do

StonedSolar

"

"

4 Reply!

11 hours ago

and...... Didn't I tell you to sit in the corner with your mask on until you are told what to do

Solidstatephys

"

"
Reply!

2 hours ago

It's like an instant IQ test: Mask = Moron

Carlin was RIGHT

"

"

15 2 Reply!

12 hours ago

Fuck masks and fuck the local officials who mandate their use. Local authorities can not enforce them on individuals..so they get small and big

business to do their dirty work....Bastards can go fuck off... 

SkytrainC47

"

"

8 2 Reply!

12 hours ago

100%

GOLD AND SILVER NATZI

"

"

1 14 Reply!

12 hours ago

Why we are #1 in EVERY negative Covid metric. Soon you will be arrested and fined for not masking once we get some adults into the WH

on Jan 20

StonedSolar

"

"

3 Reply!

12 hours ago

another stupid, irrational comment from stonedstupid

Solidstatephys

"

"

1 13 Reply!

12 hours ago

Facts bro. We are the ONLY country with such an utterly failed Covid strategy thanks to the utter failure Trump and the antimask

tards. Both are getting fixed on Jan 20!!

StonedSolar

"

"

6 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid cite a fact. You didn't bother to read the article or the Danish study. You Bitards are hysterical clowns

Solidstatephys

"

"

12 hours ago

Best you leave the thinking to adults and just go sit in the corner with your mask on.

StonedSolar
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1 10

Those studies are wrong. Just like all the nonsense about Sweden who did it 100% wrong

"

"

5

12 hours ago

StonedStupid the numbers prove you don't know what you are spewing. Perhaps you should consider wearing a plactic bag

over your peabrained head. You're an unmitigated ignaorant fool

Solidstatephys

"

"

3 Reply!

12 hours ago

New York was a failure.

jetty

"

"

9

12 hours ago

Early hit and had to learn the hard way. SD/ND and midwest went for the "hold my beer" strategy and now are fked

StonedSolar

"

"

2

12 hours ago

stonedStupid and yet their hospitalizations and death rates pale in comparison to the blueballs states. Don't let the facts hit

you on your way out

Solidstatephys

"

"

6

12 hours ago

As I said, go sit in the corner till you are told what to do

StonedSolar

"

"

12 hours ago (Edited)

StonedStupid if you were intelligent you'd be embarrassed enjoy your moms basement

Solidstatephys

"

"

7 hours ago

New York is a failure. 

xious

"

"

1 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Well they can go get phucked as well.....would not trust those China commie bastards with a bottle of water. 

SkytrainC47

"

"

Reply!

11 hours ago

Arrested and fined by whom?

RagnarHadAPoint

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago

Do it. Bring it, pull up. Come find out. 

xious

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago (Edited)

You are trying to elect the old retard responsible for for profit prisons. He would find a way to arrest everyone for slave labor dummy,

especially morons like you. Have to wonder how someone like you would survive. “The Adults” LOL! Says the guy with sponge Bob as

his profile pic! Really hard not to laugh “bro.”

taglady

"

"

14 Reply!

11 hours ago

COVID will finally be off the backs of the people once we've decided we've had enough.

Governments, following orders from the NWO, WILL NOT release us from the COVID bondage willingly. We're going to have to forcefully reject

this nonsense with absolute conviction.

NumbNuts

"

"
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5 Reply!

10 hours ago

I had enough about 2 months ago.  Still here, still being forced to wear the Holy Rag.

cpt. carptastic

"

"

14 Reply!

11 hours ago

If you realize it's just a big psy-op to convince people their is still a pandemic going on, it's not unscientifc at all. It's quite brilliant. 

If you want to maximize the # of lemmings that rush for the vaccine, you need to keep the charade going. 

 

 

ronin12

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago

The vaccine will be voluntary?  

xious
"

"

14 Reply!

12 hours ago

Fun fact: Inhaled CO2 levels for any mask that isn't equipped with exhaust valves quickly reach 8× the level in a typical occupied room, or

8000 ppm. This is considered a toxic level by OSHA and can cause severe headaches, dizzyness and dangerous stress on the pulmonary

system. 

Occupational safety officers have to test employees to determine if they can physically tolerate wearing masks and respirators. Now everyone is

forced to wear masks to work their job or to enter a business with no testing and no exceptions (unless you have a doctor's note, and that

won't stop the harassment by Karens).

Demologos

"

"

6 Reply!

10 hours ago

Karens are easily handled.  Just give them the finger, and tell 'em to f off.  Unless they are police or a giant bodybuilder, this strategy

works well enough.  

sidorg222

"

"

14 Reply!

12 hours ago

Im in california.  The biggest group of people ive noticed that dont wear masks are the homeless.  They dont seem to be flooding any hospitals

or dying out in the bush.  Could it be their stellar hygene? Theyre actually thriving more then ever. 

They do mask up to go shoplifting.

aaronvta

"

"

14 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

You are a good person if you wear a mask. If you don't, you're not.

This is complex, but also rather simple. We're talking about an elementary psychological reward system here, wherein people are herded into

adopting the same behavior, but also promised the reward of being singled out within that herd as a particularly moral and unique individual.

We are all the same, but some of those who are the same are different. This is held over the heads of billions -- you, you might be different!

But only if you do what everyone else is doing! And this moves mankind. Always has.

To expect more than this from the mass of humanity is to set oneself up for a life of disappointment. This is the best they are capable of --

enhancing their self-regard, comically, by imitating the example of all other selves.

Patrick Bateman Jr.

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

They wish to isolate and ID the bad guys, step by step.

RedNeckMother

"

"

9 Reply!

13 hours ago

Absolutely.   It's about conditioning and programming the collective.  Individual thought, individual speech, individual rights must be

destroyed.  The collective must be served.

Same war that has been raging forever.

bshirley1968

"

"

11 hours ago

But always remember the allure of the reward that is held out. It is not, as conservatives often maintain, absorption into the collective

and erasure of one's identity.

Patrick Bateman Jr.
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1 Reply!

No, it is cultivation of the ego, of the "I am," of the uniqueness of the individual -- this is what we're dealing with here. Why else do

you think there are 39 genders, and multiple pronouns, and a proliferation of "identities?"

These are powerful forces. I'm afraid that most of the "muh free market" individualists and libertarians on this site are unaware of the

monster they're up against here. These forces are using ideas and psychological mechanisms that burrow deep into the soul of

billions.

To say that "individual thought must be destroyed" is to miss the bigger picture. In order for this to succeed, "individual thought"

(Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, mating sites) must be cultivated and encouraged. The question is, what is the content of these

individual thoughts? Is it truly about the uniqueness of a given individual, or is it merely one note in a chorus that is nothing but the

bleating of billions?

"

"

Reply!

8 hours ago

I will never fear evil. It's the only vote I get. 

xious

"

"

14 1 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

When they realized that masks would actually hurt you, they became manditory.

PigMan

"

"

14 1 Reply!

14 hours ago (Edited)

Oh BTW

https://imgshare.io/image/NkXiI8 

New phone has COVID-21 preloaded in the dictionary 

Its not even close to being over

coletrickle45

"

"

5 Reply!

14 hours ago

Bill Gates said this plandemic will go on for 4-5 years followed by 10 years of rebuilding after the great reset.

NIRP_BTFD

"

"
6 Reply!

14 hours ago (Edited)

Be mentally prepared for this, if you're not it will break you.

coletrickle45

"

"

6 Reply!

13 hours ago

I had a hard time at the beginning of this plandemic. I'm fine now and i know whats coming. 

NIRP_BTFD

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

Same here.  It is what it is.

coletrickle45

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

Mentally hell, I"m reloading ammo and practicing. 

It's fun and practical.  I'll deal with 'mental' when and as I have to. 

Zorch

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

I dont live in a country with such liberties unfortunately

coletrickle45

"

"

2

13 hours ago

Educate your friends and family about what they do not know and freedoms they do not have.

Keep your head low and act with your conscience.

Manthong

"

"

2 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

They need at least 4 more years to win the midterm elections and the next presidential election through mail in votes fraud. 

Jackagain

"

"

https://imgshare.io/image/NkXiI8
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2 Reply!

13 hours ago

He better pray that isn't the case. Because that lid is going to blow right into his face long before that happens. 

meditate_vigorously

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

I took a five hour flight today and noticed three last rows of seats were missing. I asked the air hostess what’s going on she said this

place is being converted into a sanitization station.  

zeronetwork

"

"

Reply!

5 hours ago

They went full retard. Never go full retard.

Live and Let Live

"

"

14 Reply!

5 hours ago

For God's sake! The point of lockdown is lockdown. The point of destroying society is destroying society. The point of keeping people

oppressed is keeping people oppressed. Do you really think that any of this has anything to do with a virus, real or imagined? Or that the

imposed death mask cult is anything to do with disease prevention? Really? After all this time?

JMRPete

"

"

14 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

Even here in Bali - people KNOW wearing a mask is complete BS !

They just don't want to be FINED - which could consist of 15 pushups OR sweeping the street for 5 minutes OR (the most severe) an 'on the

spot' FINE of 100,000 Rupiah ...............around $7 US ! 

As most people ride motor scooters here - the mask is quite useful in stopping BUGS flying down your throat while you are riding along with

your mouth open - you tend to have your mouth open a lot here in Bali - especially when riding down near the BEACH !

JackOliver4

"

"

12 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

I'm not joking - I will go to jail if it comes to that.

I will NOT comply with their BS rules.

GoodyGumdrops

"

"

2 Reply!

8 hours ago

We need more of us. I wore one for a little bit when I couldn't buy food without one. I WILL NEVER WEAR A MASK EVER AGAIN. I don't

care if I starve. I don't care if they lock me up. I will go all the way on this. 

Life is not worth living if this BS stands. They will have masks my dead body. 

xious

"

"

1 Reply!

7 hours ago

I won’t comply with that either.

taglady

"

"

10 Reply!

13 hours ago

15 push ups?

I wish they would enact that here.

That will kill off most of the folks with comorbidities.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago

Think how great it would be if you could pay a speeding ticket with push-ups. I would be a lawless, buff man. 

xious

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

How is Bali without hoards of pissed Aussies mate?

Mouldy

"

"

13 hours ago

Great - cheap organic food - cheap drinks - 50% off at restaurants - empty beaches - Bali has become the LUCKY country !

JackOliver4
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7 Reply!

Great - cheap organic food - cheap drinks - 50% off at restaurants - empty beaches - Bali has become the LUCKY country !

Roads are still busy - I don't know WTF they do buzzing around all day - seems to be quite aimless - apparently they are 'working' ! 

 

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

Can't wait to get back, love the place/people.

Mouldy

"

"

7 Reply!

13 hours ago

They can't wait either - really annoys me that these people are made to suffer for some ZWO ........***KING game !!

JackOliver4

"

"

13 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Nothing about the virus has to do with health. Most of the things government orders will make you more unhealthy. Most of the edicts are

psychological attacks on individuality

subgen

"

"

25 Reply!

13 hours ago

The virus does not give a fk about your "Individuality". So mask up and distance in ALL indoor public places.

StonedSolar

"

"

9 Reply!

13 hours ago

I just superspread the virus all day today, no mask worn. Too bad, cupcake!

StuffyourVAXX

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

Make me.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"
1 Reply!

7 hours ago

Don't talk about it, be about it. Make me wear one. YOU CAN'T!

xious

"

"

1 Reply!

3 hours ago

The virus does not give an effkay about your mask.

CoastalCowboy

"

"

13 1 Reply!

14 hours ago

Masks are a bigger lie then this Fauxvid BS!

Anarchyteez

"

"

12 1 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

This was documented by Event 201, people must be made to feel guilty by NOT wearing a mask, it's THEIR fault if family or friends succumb to

the Fake RT-PCR test that is not fit for purpose. And that is exactly what the Media and the Social Media Government are doing.

JailBanksters

"

"

1 16 Reply!

12 hours ago

Except SARSCOV2 showed up. You can't back fiction in reality. Now mask up and stay safe.

StonedSolar

"

"

7 Reply!

12 hours ago

And annual flu disappeared at the same time. Totally a coincidence.

Faustus B.

"

"

1 11 Reply!

12 hours ago

Masking, distancing, not having large gatherings and washing hands will do that. See how simple it is to understand

StonedSolar

"

"

12 hours agoEdge of Futility
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10 Reply!

So masking and distancing is working for the flu, but not for corona at the same time.

Right.

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago

The fact that you upvote yourself, tells everyone what they need to know about you. 

xious

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago

Yes and only the flu not cv19. So silly these covidiots pushing their super fake disease.

taglady

"

"

5 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid you'll be safe in your moms basement. 83% mask compliance

Solidstatephys

"

"

1 8 Reply!

12 hours ago

^^ Example of said tard that's made us #1 ^^

StonedSolar

"

"

1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Archetypal ignorant Bitard. #1 in what category StonedStupid?

Solidstatephys

"

"
1 Reply!

12 hours ago

I'd believe Doctors, Neurologists, Pathologists, Virologists any day of week over Zuckerberg and Gates which have NO Degrees in

ANYTHING !

 

JailBanksters

"

"

3 Reply!

11 hours ago

Are those the 36,711 medical professionals that risked their careers and signed the Great Barrington Declaration?

Or was it the 12,422 medical and public health scientists who did the same?

 

https://gbdeclaration.org/view-signatures/

 

Those brave souls have real skin in the game and stand to lose a lot. That bolsters their credibility in my eyes...

RagnarHadAPoint

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago

Get lost bossy stupid sponge. Grow a brain.

taglady

"

"

2 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

The guilt trip has been a successful manipulation tactic. That's why they keep using it.

GoodyGumdrops

"

"

13 hours ago

https://www.globalresearch.ca/medical-doctor-warns-bacterial-pneumonias-rise-mask-wearing/5725848

Savvy

“I’m seeing patients that have facial rashes, fungal infections, bacterial infections. Reports coming from my colleagues,
all over the world, are suggesting that the bacterial pneumonias are on the rise.

“Why might that be? Because untrained members of the public are wearing medical masks, repeatedly… in a non-sterile
fashion… They’re becoming contaminated. They’re pulling them off of their car seat, off the rearview mirror, out of their
pocket, from their countertop, and they’re reapplying a mask that should be worn fresh and sterile every single time.”

https://gbdeclaration.org/view-signatures/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/medical-doctor-warns-bacterial-pneumonias-rise-mask-wearing/5725848
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12 Reply!

The mask mandate is causing bacterial pneumonia

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago

It’s disgusting. Bacteria beings to grow as the mask is saturated by respiration within 1 hr. Who sneezes into something and leaves it on

their face! That is what disposable tissues are for. So much cleaner.

taglady

"

"

12 Reply!

4 hours ago

I was trained as a chemist. A large part of my professional career was working in various parts of the filtration industry. I developed a

line of mixed esters of cellulose membrane filters. Millipore type filters, that were used to sterilize flu vaccines for Merck Sharp and

Dohme as well as other medical products companies. I developed respiratory protection products for Wilson Safety Products used in

the mining industry. I worked for Baxter developing medical / IV filters. I have patents on three IV filters I invented. Baxter sold more

than 5 million of one of those every year for most of a decade. I know a little bit about filters. 

Surgical  masks were not designed as filters and were not intended to be used as filters. Surgical masks were designed to be used by

surgeons standing face down over an operating table holding a patient with an open wound. The surgeon wearing the mask would be

able to talk to others in the room without discharging spittle droplets into the patient's wound. Spittle droplets are large and can cause

infection. 

I witnessed a test of surgical masks. Small plaster particles were generated in a room. They were visible as a white dust in the air. A

man was properly fitted with a surgical mask and spent a short time in the room. When he came out the mask was removed. A camera

was focused on the man’s face. The entire area that had been covered by the mask was coated by the white dust. The camera showed

that his nostrils and his mouth had been penetrated by the white dust. The dust particles were measured and found to be around 40

micrometers in diameter. The particles that penetrated the mask were the same diameter. 

Covid-19 virus molecules are about 0.1 micrometers in diameter. That is 400 times smaller than the plaster particles that penetrated

the mask. 

Surgical masks will not prevent the wearer from inhaling or exhaling viruses or bacteria. They provide absolutely no protection for

either the wearer or anyone nearby. They create a very dangerous false sense of security for everyone. They also force the wearer to

rebreath carbon dioxide. Which will over time reduce the wearers blood oxygen level. That can become very dangerous especially for

older people.

This farce is being promoted by sleazy politicians who believe that if they can convince people that they are protecting them or

creating a safe environment for them by pushing this mask farce those people will re-elect them. 

All politicians pushing this dangerous mask farce should be voted out of office as soon as possible.

chemist46

"

"

2 Reply!

4 hours ago (Edited)

Wow, sounds convincing.

Can we get a rebuttal?

sparkadore

"

"

5 Reply!

4 hours ago

Why do you want to kill grandma and children and puppies?

/s

Walter Melon

Can we get a rebuttal?

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

N95 for the open wound that is america

sheephoarder

"

"

11 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

The Johns Hopkins study of total deaths kind of proves this whole thing is a psyche job anyways—masks are for extra effect.  

Thalamus

"

"

11 Reply!

13 hours ago

Masks are compliance checks.  I'm genuinely surprised they haven't canceled Christmas for being a "white" holiday and labeling everyone who

participates in any way as a racist.  Do what the MSM/Joe & The Ho say, especially wear your mask.  They know best, after all.  They must,

because the voting machines say they got 80 million votes. 

Blondefire

"

"

10 hours agoDarkthirty
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Reply!

10 hours ago

Black Fridays Matter!

Darkthirty

"

"

11 Reply!

3 hours ago

Masks have nothing to do with health. It’s about you accepting their control, your subjugation, you becoming an object rather than an

individual. Plus it makes it that much easier to get people to take the vaccine. Want to never wear a mask? Here take this. It’s the west’s version

of a burka. Islam is a religion well so is liberalism or globalism. Whatever you want to call this new cult. It’s about replacing our current

traditions, customs and way of life with a New Normal. Build back better. A New World Order. 

 

And they’ll line up for miles to take that vaccine. 

BeanerItch

"

"

5 Reply!

3 hours ago

"Medicine" is now religion. The justification for technocratic tyranny.  

When this is over, remember to blame the quacks.  They blessed this bullshit. 

Yamaoka Tesshu
"

"

11 Reply!

4 hours ago

BIGGEST PSY OP OF THE CENTURY...

 

GET RID OF BILL GATES, YOU GET RID OF COVID...

blitzen69

"

"
10 Reply!

10 hours ago

I know most of you won’t read this but maybe a few will do some reading and think a little. If Dr. Fauci knew 12 years ago that dirty masks

killed millions in the last big hyper pandemic then why do you think he’s so in favor of them today?

 

Predominant Role of Bacterial Pneumonia as a Cause of Death in Pandemic Influenza: Implications for Pandemic Influenza
Preparedness, The Journal of Infectious Diseases, Volume 198, Issue 7, 1 October 2008, Pages 962–970, https://doi.org/10.1086/591708

David M.. Morens, Jeffery K. Taubenberger, Anthony S. Fauci

https://academic.oup.com/jid/article/198/7/962/2192118

RagnarHadAPoint

"

"

1 Reply!

6 hours ago

Because he is a criminal?

Argentumentum

"

"

10 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

15 studies show masks don't make a difference 

0 studies show masks work

sun tzu

"

"

8 Reply!

12 hours ago

"Science" is a signal to the sheep to shut up and comply.  Marxist language control. 

Justapleb

"

"

11 Reply!

12 hours ago

THE PURPOSE WAS ALWAYS TO MUZZLE YOU, TO CONTROL YOU, AND TO SOCIALLY SEPARATE YOU FROM OTHERS...

GOING FORWARD THE RESTRICTIONS WILL BECOME MORE STRICT, UNTIL EITHER REBELLION OR CAPITULATION.

El Oregonian

"

"

4 Reply!

12 hours ago

Well, it's rebellion for me. Capitulation is not an option.

I have zero tolerance for their BS rules.

GoodyGumdrops

"

"

7 hours agoxious

https://doi.org/10.1086/591708
https://academic.oup.com/jid/article/198/7/962/2192118
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2 Reply!

It's so strange how all the mass shootings stopped. 

xious

"

"

10 Reply!

13 hours ago

Countries with low vaccination rates have fewer covid  deaths. Fact.

Lyman54

"

"

11 Reply!

14 hours ago

The media is responsible for all of this.  Now if we could only figure out who controls the media....

Oswald's ghost

"

"

7 Reply!

14 hours ago

Its the same guys who control the politicians.

NIRP_BTFD
"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

(((Who))) would that be? I dunno.

scam_MERS

"

"

1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Who?

Comewhatmay

"

"

11 Reply!

14 hours ago

Considering +80% of the public wears masks the elites won this war and we will be slaves.

NIRP_BTFD

"

"

10 Reply!

10 hours ago

Once the right people were positioned to profit handsomely from mandated mask wearing the propaganda changed. Big surprise.

dustinwind

"

"

7 Reply!

9 hours ago

Follow the money.

It sure as hell has nothing to do with your health or personal welfare!

MozartIII

"

"

9 Reply!

11 hours ago

It's representative of the education system and media, brainwashing people into believing government is a source of truth and honesty.

NumbNuts

"

"

10 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Excellent expose.

Face masks are the 21 century small pox blanket.

George Soros and Bill Gates of Hell thank you for your participation.

Here in BC, we have had a mandatory mask law for 8 days. Our cases have gone up 70%

In Alberta, they don't have a mandatory mask mandate and their cases have gone up 6% over the same time. 11x less!

Our "leaders" are calling us belligerent. Right up there with Hillary's Deplorables.

newmacroman

"

"

1 11 Reply!

12 hours ago

BC did the right thing. The cases going up are a lagging indicator and soon will go way down. Be glad you live in an intelligent

country/state. And Alberta has far higher infection on a % basis which is what you should be looking at. Like our idiotic SD and ND

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/11/18/us/covid-state-restrictions.html?smid=fb-

nytimes&smtyp=curhttps://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/b-c-brings-in-sweeping-new-measures-to-control-covid-19-

including-mandatory-masks-1.5808617

StonedSolar

"

"

12 hours ago (Edited)Solidstatephys

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/11/18/us/covid-state-restrictions.html?smid=fb-nytimes&smtyp=curhttps://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/b-c-brings-in-sweeping-new-measures-to-control-covid-19-including-mandatory-masks-1.5808617
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2 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

StonedStupid The interesting fact is the SD and ND death rates are among the lowest in the civilized world. Herd immunity is a good

thing afterall you're been infected with Herd stupidity

Solidstatephys

"

"

1 5 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

Wrong AGAIN! Maybe you should try smoking a bowl bro as your affliction of the StupidVirus is permanent

 

Sweden Sees No Signs So Far Herd Immunity Is Stopping Virus (msn.com)

StonedSolar

"

"

2 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid try reading something other than msn. Don't smoke bro it lowers your immune response, Lower death rates lower

hospitalizations> the numbers spesk fro themselves....next

Solidstatephys

"

"

2 Reply!

11 hours ago

Citing MSN and The New York Times is only slightly better than citing Wikipedia. Break out of your filter bubble. Read widely.

Ask hard questions. You might find that there’s a whole wide universe out here.

 

Orthodox thinking is the truncheon that power structures use to keep us in chains. The best doctors and scientists in the world

took decades to be convinced of the germ theory of disease. Ponder that one between bong hits and fists full of Doritos.

RagnarHadAPoint

"

"

1 Reply!

10 hours ago

There's a good possibility there will be no herd immunity, and no long term effective vaccine.  The Sars-Cov-2 virus will most

likely behave much like the other coronaviruses: flu and common cold.  You get short term immunity from getting them, but

they mutate a bit, and then you can catch the flu or cold again.  Endless vaccines, like each year's mostly ineffective flu shots? 

That's stupid.  Ramping your immune system is a much better idea.  

sidorg222

"

"

9 Reply!

13 hours ago

What is interesting to me is how the socialists will use every event as a opportunity to isolate their opposition - i.e. most of us. The mask

phenomenon is not about people wearing the masks. It’s about marginalizing those of us who won’t. It’s not that the mask wearers

suddenly got religion about masks protecting them, it’s that they became a brainwashed weapon against those who would refuse the

socialist State and extra-State mandate. They marginalize us and they dehumanize us. We’re the bad people.

RedNeckMother

"

"

9 Reply!

14 hours ago (Edited)

It relates in various ways to the slide I keep posting that has thousands of views. It is ALL a 100% fraud. Critical questioning of a single actual

Virology expert would provide this as proof in as little as two questions. 100% of the Virology experts in the World that do not publicly speak

out about this fraud are cowards, criminals and the usefulness of each has ended.

The U.S. Surgeon General, CDC & WHO ALL initially verified the uselessness as fact. However, being good subversive, seditious , traitor s to the

World were told to change this public opinion. 

Review the slide and figure out the reasons this is happening.

 

End Times Prophecy

"

"

2 Reply!

12 hours ago

Total deaths proves it too.  

Thalamus

"

"

2 Reply!

7 hours ago

They have child sex tapes on all of them. 

xious

"

"

8 Reply!

11 hours ago

Face masks Dehumanise: https://culturalanalysisnet.wordpress.com/2020/07/09/phenomenology-of-the-face/

SatireT

"

"

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/sweden-sees-no-signs-so-far-herd-immunity-is-stopping-virus/ar-BB1bjzKK?ocid=uxbndlbing
https://culturalanalysisnet.wordpress.com/2020/07/09/phenomenology-of-the-face/
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8 Reply!

12 hours ago

Stoned Solar

Member for 6 days and 2 hours.  

If you want a study on tactics of the character disordered/personality disordered, follow this fella. 

A Dark Triad.  

Justapleb

"

"

1 13 Reply!

11 hours ago

Stop being a sore loser. tRump is O U T ! !

StonedSolar

"

"

5 Reply!

11 hours ago

Stop being a sore loser. Bidet is O U T ! !

Solidstatephys
"

"

8 1 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

I would much rather confine my self to my own private mask free world, than be forced to spend money to socialize in the rest of the world.  I

will just spend my time and free cash on my own personal private indulgences.  

Screw all the little people trying to survive off my consumer purchases. I've saved tens of thousands of dollars at their expense so far.

And most of all, screw that cheater Biden.

Dr.Strangelove

"

"

1 8 Reply!

12 hours ago

President-Elect Biden to you

StonedSolar

"

"

1 Reply!

12 hours ago

not yet stonedstupid

Solidstatephys

"

"

Reply!

11 hours ago

Well my cannabis loving friend since Trump has yet to concede AND the Electoral College has yet to actually vote AND Congress has

yet to receive the votes from the electors Senator Biden is still just Senator Biden.

 

I know that the absolute last thing that the editorial board of the New York Times would ever want you to do is learn what’s in Article

2 section 1 of the U.S. Constitution but when you’re sober please peep this.

 

https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/article-2/

RagnarHadAPoint

"

"

10 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

I don't wear masks. I just ignore the greeters who ask me to put one on

sun tzu

"

"

8 Reply!

13 hours ago

Bank burning in France.

https://www.rt.com/news/508123-france-police-brutality-clashes/

Ms No

"

"

1 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

That’s cool. Why do they like to burn so many cars, though? 

 

Krinkle Sach

"

"

13 hours ago

Corona-hoaxa-virus. Masks are not healthy. If you love wearing them so much u should just EAT THEM. Maybe there is some Vitamin C & D

rejectnumbskull

https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/article-2/
https://www.rt.com/news/508123-france-police-brutality-clashes/
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8 Reply!

Corona-hoaxa-virus. Masks are not healthy. If you love wearing them so much u should just EAT THEM. Maybe there is some Vitamin C & D

embedded in the material. Dopes. Total fuking dopes.

"

"

8 Reply!

13 hours ago

Yet to see anyone wearing a mask in my region :/

 

Mouldy

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

Where is that? ‘Cause I’m moving there. 

Jayeles

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

North Queensland, you and half the bloody country it seems. Every bit of realestate is being sucked up by southerners getting away

from the crazy sh!t going on in the rest of the country.

Mouldy
"

"

8 Reply!

14 hours ago

Masks Kill. 

Robert Merivel

"

"

8 Reply!

3 hours ago

It's fun to walk around the grocery without a mask and see the fear in people's eyes.

Ever walk through a grassy field and see all the grasshoppers jump out of your way?

Yeah, like that.

Walter Melon

"

"

8 Reply!

4 hours ago

I always knew that 9 out of 10 people I see out there are stupid.

Covid just confirmed it and now it's probably 9.75 people out of 10.

Yet again yesterday driving around I see people SITTING BY THEMSELVES in their car with a mask on.

I do everything I can to avoid contact with the average person. It's just too frustrating.

Somewhat Unisex

"

"

6 Reply!

4 hours ago

Out for a run, alone in the forest ... with a mask on. Get all edgy when me and my dog won't jump out of their way.

Walter Melon

"

"

4 Reply!

3 hours ago

I've seen the same thing friend.

I'm out in the woods or on a trial walking to a fishing spot. You see people jogging (no not the looters) together wearing masks.

People standing on the shore fishing wearing a mask. You'd think fishermen would be outdoorsy enough that they don't do limp

wristed stuff like that.

I wish we'd just let evolution run its course. Its why we don't live in caves anymore.

Somewhat Unisex

"

"

3 hours ago (Edited)

Early on in the Summer I went to a chick's house for a ... meeting. First thing she squirts me with homemade disinfectant. Gets

some in my eyes. Wouldn't let me close enough to touch her all night. Next.

Another chick (that I knew from the before-times), met her at a bar. Sat there like a dope for ten minutes with this huge diaper on

her face proudly telling me how it matches something something sports team something.

I finally get her to take it off and order a beer, she's got a rash all around her mouth from the mask. Tells me "I wear it now

because it makes me feel comfortable." How am I supposed to work with that, have a friendly conversation about something I know

is just brainwashing her?

I got a little kino in - but it wasn't worth the effort.

Puts on her mask to get up from the table and walk out. Obviously no kiss. I give her an awkward hug and she looks confused I'm

not making a move. Offers to walk with me to my car - LOL - and I tell her, "That's okay, it's just over there."

Walter Melon
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5 Reply!

The masks alone will probably drive the birth rates into the ground. Then "they" can import more third-world labor like Europe has

been doing.

"

"

2 Reply!

3 hours ago

By the time the kid she squirted out would be old enough to be any use, his uses will be done by robots. TPTB are trying to get

rid us anyway; Gates, Soros, and others are on record for the "1 billion person" world. Euthanasia, abortion, birth control, sexual

confusion: all of them pieces in the same ultimate puzzle - less of us. 

FrankDrakman

"

"

2 hours ago

And that's part of the situation we're in - they attack on so many fronts that it's difficult to keep up, let alone defend.

Walter Melon

"

"

7 Reply!

4 hours ago

I've had to break relationships with all those I know who muzzle themselves out of fear, ignorance, committed to cluelessness, most

Americans and almost all of my prior friends, including family. I cannot associate anymore at all with these ignorant cowards, typical low

quality dolts populating the crashing USA, helping it along.

NotAGenius

"

"

8 Reply!

5 hours ago

It amazes me how many people have locked into this hysteria.  That includes my daughter-in-law, who has a scientific education and ought to

know better.  COVID is not all that deadly or contagious, but fear incorporates both qualities in spades.  And clearly reason is impotent against

fear.

JdL

"

"

7 Reply!

10 hours ago

There is nothing unscientific about Psyops at all, it's soundly based on science.

Salisarsims

"

"

Reply!

3 hours ago

Trust me, psyops work extremely well.  Psyops saved me from being rendered insolvent by a professionally diagnosed wealthy family

psychopath using the legal system to break me.  I mentally broke him instead.  My attorney was amazed at how little she had to do.

CoastalCowboy

"

"

7 1 Reply!

11 hours ago

So many geniuses on the hiking trail today wearing masks but no orange. 

MadameDeficit

"

"

7 Reply!

14 hours ago

"Cases" Cases of mosquito bites have fallen with the onset of winter. The bite is proven with a itchy, red welt. Cases of covid are increasing and

are proven with a test that doesn't work. Nobody dies from covid... IT'S ALL A SCAM! Quit playing the game.

Darkthirty

"

"

7 3 Reply!

14 hours ago

As an ER doc I will tell you that visits for ear infections, flu, strep throat, mycoplasma and other viruses have gone down to almost zero...

What does that actually mean? I will let you guys comment...

same2u

"

"

5 Reply!

14 hours ago

Viral resistance is just around the corner. Bite me loser

sheephoarder

"

"

6 2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Do you know how to read? 

I talked about other diseases you moron...

same2u

"

"

14 hours ago

Whats your deal, no one goes to the ER for strep, flu, ear infections.  I call bullshit.  ER DOC you are not. 

sheephoarder
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6 Reply!"

"

9 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Lol...

You have a wonderful way to make yourself sound like a true moron...

Lol

same2u

"

"

3

13 hours ago

Facts matter so enlighten us all bro,  

sheephoarder

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

My sister in law is an ER / trauma nurse. No offense but you are way wrong.

homericninjas

"

"

5

13 hours ago

On what point please clarify or stop wasting bandwidth

sheephoarder
"

"

10 Reply!

13 hours ago

As a medical professional myself I can assure you that about 85% of ER visits are for minor issues, many of which would resolve

on their own with proper rest and over the counter medications.

A Lunatic

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

Mask me and die.

Kirk Patrick

"

"
2 Reply!

14 hours ago

You're the Doc, you tell us ...

Roacheforque

"

"

3 1 Reply!

14 hours ago

In reality nobody has an explanation yet... but ask those you know in healthcare and they will tell you the same thing

same2u

"

"

6 Reply!

14 hours ago

I can just say out here in the sticks folks will go to great lengths to avoid being tested for covid so skip the doc and self medicate.

homericninjas

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

Good point...

same2u

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

And what’s that?

 

KayaCreate

"

"

5 Reply!

14 hours ago

It means there are way too many variables to draw any conclusions. Maybe it means these patients are going to urgent care instead of

the ER. What do you think it means?

C3PO

"

"

13 hours ago

Maybe...but we always had tons of that... particularly in our fast track section which is essentially an Urgent care section... they are not

getting much of it either...

Somebody mentioned above the fact that probably many don't want to be diagnosed with the virus so they avoid coming... good point

same2u
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4 Reply!"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

Ignored

sheephoarder

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

Yes I ignored you

homericninjas

"

"

3

13 hours ago

You sir have no first hand knowledge.  Your sister in-law does coke in the mens room.

sheephoarder

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

When there is a big lie there are too many variables. 

 

zeronetwork
"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

I know what a liberal will say - they’ll tell you #’s are down because people are washing their hands more frequently - seriously, that’s

the reply I received when I asked the same question. 

Bushido

"

"

9 Reply!

13 hours ago

To clarify my earlier post, this is what I referenced.  Cleaning your hands etc. will help keep disease in check,  until the

disease mutates, hence the lower numbers for non Covid diseases.  A standard concept of modern disease theory, moron.

sheephoarder

"

"
1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Washing hands and sanitizing them frequently will keep germs away and will prepare you for a big sick because your immune

system is now compromised. 

zeronetwork

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

People are scared of going to the ER because The Virus is there.

Were people really going to ER for the flu?

All I know is that I was due for a colonoscopy in April but they cancelled it because it was "elective".  As if I would elect to have a camera

shoved up my hole.  And even when the hospital started doing such "elective" procedures again in September, they put me way down on

the backlog.  I'll be lucky if I get scoped by Christmas.

Not that I'm complaining, well, unless it turns out I had colon cancer all this time.

Quia Possum

"

"

7 Reply!

13 hours ago

People without insurance go in for a sniffle or if their kid has the chits.

Really.  I wish I was kidding.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

6 Reply!

13 hours ago

My guess is hospitals are paid more for a covid diagnosis. Follow the money. 

tksarge

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

$13K per diagnosis, $39K more per ventilator hookup

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

True 

!

same2u

"

"

Show More Replies
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Show More Replies

7 Reply!

4 hours ago

The problem is that the politicians do not have the statuary right to impose mask mandates. The police don't have the right to issue fines. The

courts don't have the right to enforce nonexistent laws. Clearly we live in a police state. We no longer have constitutional rights. We are being

controlled by the mob. Violence is coming when the free money runs out.

WedgeMan

"

"

Reply!

3 hours ago

Hopefully sooner the better, before Christmas I hope we see extreme violence covering the USA for this crime of Fascism and all others.

Good way to make a correct impression on the world that way of what is happening here.

NotAGenius

"

"

6 Reply!

13 hours ago

You know it's bad when my liberal friends and family start complaining about the mandates.

hoffstetter

"

"

2 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Take down their names and turn them into the Public Health commissar.

RedNeckMother

"

"

1 Reply!

13 hours ago

I'll leave that to the ones that are still drooling.

hoffstetter

"

"

5 Reply!

2 hours ago

Masks cannot protect you from the ever increasing electro-magnetic radiation in our atmosphere from 5G and beyond.

Masks cannot protect you from nano-particles dispersed into the atmosphere in chemtrails.

Masks cannot protect you from poisons and live viruses injected into you through vaccines.

Masks cannot protect you from genetic modification through GMO food.

Masks will cut off oxygen to your brain and cause permanent brain damage.

Masks will cut of oxygen and diminish your body's life force.

Masks are an admission of fear and fear weakens the immune system

Earth humans are so easily moved by fear.

samuraitrader

"

"

4 Reply!

1 hour ago (Edited)

masks are doing an especially large amount of physical damage to the brains of toddlers. it’s criminal

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

6 Reply!

3 hours ago

If Americans won't defy their masters and their mask mandates, does anyone here believe they will stand against the real pain the masters have

planned for us? America is defeated without so much as a whimper.  The founding fathers gave their lives, fortunes and sacred honor. This

generation gave it all up wearing their fear masks.  

Ce500dog

"

"

6 Reply!

5 hours ago

It's neither science, nor politics. It's a belief system, like any other religion. Facts are not required. Only belief and faith, with abundant state

sponsored punishment for apostasy. "If you don't believe in my God, you are evil." Wearing a mask is equivalent to communion. If you don't

accept it, you can't be saved.

Alice-the-dog

"

"

2 Reply!

3 hours ago

You sum it up better than almost all of these think pieces. And that’s exactly why you can’t argue or have a true discussion with them ...

because so many are true believers. Incredibly frustrating. 

jesse_james

"

"

5 hours ago

cov ID 1984 is an intelligence test and sheeple will never ever get it until they are jabbed with the Gates of hell "vaccine".

Fireman
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5 Reply!

cov ID 1984 is an intelligence test and sheeple will never ever get it until they are jabbed with the Gates of hell "vaccine".

 

Meanwhile; Ze NWO NAZIS have ze final solution. Never forget that you are the disease and their satanic NWO the "cure".

 

NAZI Klaus Schwab..."Ve haff vays of making you pooohr". chuckle...snicker...grunt...snort...kotzen

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/klaus-schwab-and-his-great-fascist-reset/

 

Dr. Judy Mikovits

Plandemic 2; Indoctornation

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4u7rt61YeGox/

 

As Onkel Adolf said...."Hypoxia and hypercapnia macht frei."

"

"

6 Reply!

6 hours ago

You will submit..You will submit..You will submit..You will submit..!!

New TRAINING RULES (unfounded mask wearing dictates) are being applied to western countries at the same time the CCP is pushing tougher

social credit score rules...Do you think maybe it's connected..??

 

Only the blind can't see this is a GLOBAL conspiracy to control the population...It's difficult for many to believe because, the MSM whispers in

your ear - don't worry.

Global government is not coming - It's here, but under the guise of safety and freedom..!!

 

This government is not here to protect you - it's here to control you..!!

 

 

Mr. Rude Dog

"

"

6 Reply!

9 hours ago

The good thing about masks or the lack of them is that now its a strong signal as to whether someone is a kunt or not.

tooktheredpill

"

"

5 1 Reply!

10 hours ago

Unfortunately we've been lied to so much by our politicians and others occupying leadership positions who have no hesitations about putting

their personal agendas ahead of the good of the country - that I don't believe any of them. The choice for me is to look at the facts and to what

medical professionals say.  If hospitals have to start turning people away, it's a problem.  Hard to believe the mask debate is still wasting

people's time.  I keep thinking of the flat earth folks....

the night watchman

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

Biden is the rightful LOSER.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFWPsB03yRo

MAGA for the WIN.

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

5 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Best mask video ever.

https://twitter.com/i/status/1332856559060324353

 

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

2 Reply

12 hours ago

Awesome!

newmacroman

"

"

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/klaus-schwab-and-his-great-fascist-reset/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4u7rt61YeGox/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFWPsB03yRo
https://twitter.com/i/status/1332856559060324353
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2 Reply!"

"

4 Reply!

12 hours ago

Future force-vax candidate

StonedSolar

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

The title is misleading by including 'strangely.'  It connotes that many policies and edicts supposedly based on the 'science,' 'data,' or other

credibility inducing words are based on tested, replicated studies rather than opinions and guesswork or agenda seeking.  It's just like, say, a

'scientific' hockey-stick shape in a graph that was used for years as the 'science' behind the impending doom if certain policies weren't

followed.  Magically (scientifically), the policies remain the same, but the underlying 'data' or 'science' is what changes. 

But, hey, Big Tobacco showed what 'science' can do! 

Decimus Lunius Luvenalis

"

"

5 1 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

Science is embraced by ignoramuses who avoided all science, math and logic classes at school.  

Like Socrates, scientists know nothing.  They conduct experiments to determine temporary understandings.   Even if an experiment has the

same result a thousand times, scientists can not guarantee the next result.

The facts: 1. There is no experimental proof that masks work, but there is scientific proof that they're ineffective.   

2. Social distancing has been "proven" by a high school student's computer program.  Computer programs prove nothing - garbage in =

garbage out. 

 

Reaper

"

"

1 9 Reply!

12 hours ago

And you have proved why we are #1 in in EVERY negative Covid metric. So mask up and stop trying to think.

StonedSolar

"

"

5 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid not even close clown. your mask is killing your remaining brain cell. Stay in your moms basement and try to think

Solidstatephys

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

As I said, go sit in the corner till you are told what to d

StonedSolar

"

"

1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Didn't you admit that you are an idiot

Solidstatephys

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago

Move to China.

taglady

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

Mask or ball gag. Your choice.

 

Krinkle Sach

"

"

5 Reply!

13 hours ago

I'm the guy that wears his mask under his nose.

 

No.... I'm not stupid. I know I'm wearing it wrong.

Nature_Boy_Wooooo

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

I put aluminum foil on my N95s.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"
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Reply"

"

1 Reply!

13 hours ago

 I only wear one occasionally at work.

valjoux7750

"

"

5 2 Reply!

13 hours ago

If you watched what happened, the moment Covid became a thing, the ugly women wore masks first. Then the Liberal women. Then the men

who will do anything for ugly and Liberal women. Then (using their weight - pardon the pun) they started demanding pretty women cover up,

and strong men.

Kirk Patrick

"

"

5 Reply!

14 hours ago

Facemasks are the intersection of contempt, self-righteousness, and arrogance.

duo

"

"

7 Reply!

2 hours ago (Edited)

For the last 8 months, 90-95% of the population has been dutifully donning face masks, social distancing, self isolating and a first ever,

quarantining of the healthy.

People who test positive are asymptomatic.

The media is reporting an INCREASE in cases as we enter into the 2020 flu season.

John Hopkins University has recently reported that COVID-2019 had no effect on the overall death rate compared to previous years.

So if there is no increase in the death rate, no symptoms, most are following safety guidelines, AND there is an increase in cases. You can

come to only one logical conclusion.

Tests are inaccurate, COVID-2019 was a seasonal flu, and there is no pandemic.

freedommusic

"

"

5 Reply!

2 hours ago

masks are a symbol of submission & subjugation.  those parents who are putting masks on toddlers & their children are doing psychological

harm to their own children.   mass hysteria & it's an outrage, since when do people do what government says !  

lynnybee

"

"

4 Reply!

2 hours ago

Parents are telling their children that the air they breathe could kill them.

Walter Melon

"

"

3 Reply!

2 hours ago

they should be ashamed

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

5 Reply!

2 hours ago

You are living and Consenting to The MATRIX

Masks are detrimental to physical and emotional health.

THEY ARE NOT A FASHION STATEMENT

You REBREATHE your DEPLETED OXYGEN and CO2

Bacterial Infection may be your REWARD for compliant servitude

MoralsAreEssential

"

"

1 1 Reply!

2 hours ago

There went your social score. 

Smokey

"

"

3 hours ago

Western people are unhealthy huge fat whale pigs full of multiple medications who eat disgusting soylent green food dispensed by filthy fast

food workers, AND then those individuals wonder why they're susceptible to a virus. OR they're old and no longer of value to western society

so they're housed in disgusting filthy warehouses, packed in like sardines, immersed in a germ factory, shoved in a corner, beaten by filthy low

IQ uneducated, unskilled, uncultured wild beasts who pretend to be "caring handlers", so maybe they're susceptible to the virus. The west is

gross.  

yerfej

https://web.archive.org/web/20201126223119/https://www.jhunewsletter.com/article/2020/11/a-closer-look-at-u-s-deaths-due-to-covid-19
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4 1 Reply!

gross.  

"

"

Reply!

2 hours ago

LOL...Yerfej....tell us how you really feel won't you..?????

ProsperD9

"

"

4 Reply!

3 hours ago

This summarizes all the b.s. on muzzles and counters all of them, from the CDC and all of these criminal organizations and individuals

worldwide:

https://nofacemask.blogspot.com/2020/06/nomaskinfo-archive-index-page.html

NotAGenius

"

"

4 Reply!

4 hours ago

Welcome to The New World Order......just shut up and obey...

chrbur

"

"

5 Reply!

9 hours ago

It is all about coercing you to accept the vaccines. Plural. 100%. 

wolf pup

"

"

5 Reply!

11 hours ago

is that batwomen in the picture? she is 100 percent LGBTQ, and the new batwomen is also 100 percent LGBTQ and a jogger. What is the world

coming to. As many people as watch a joe biden rally watch batwomen. I prefer batgirl circa 1968 over the new foolishness, that was a real

woman there, she just kicked a$$ whether it needed to be kicked or not. The supervillain known as "the big guy" would have no chance against

batgirl.  

Johndaman12

"

"

4 2 Reply!

12 hours ago

I believe in protecting people from diseases.  The right way to keep people safe from COVID does not involve widespread use of masks or

lockdowns.

 

Here's what science says is effective.

1. Adequate ventilation.

2.  Social distancing.  (Sorry I know you guys hate this one but it works)

Social distancing is not necessary for everyone. 

e.g.  going to Church is probably fine. 

Close combat with police while protesting "peacefully" is not a good idea and spreads COVID, flu and other germs.

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

1 Reply!

10 hours ago (Edited)

aaaaaaa

 

cpt. carptastic

"

"

9 Reply!

11 hours ago

I believe in people protecting themselves. That means:

If you are afraid of getting sick, stay inside your house, wash your hands a billion times a day, and socially distance yourself from the

world.

What I don't believe in is others (like yourself) forcing your beliefs on ME.

If YOU want to socially distance yourself, then stay home.  Don't tell me, and my friends and family WE have to socially discatnce because

it makes YOU feel good.

cpt. carptastic

"

"

12 hours ago

The complicity of the media in weaponising consideration and self-respect are indicative of the input of the Tavistock Institute along with the

nyuszika45b

https://nofacemask.blogspot.com/2020/06/nomaskinfo-archive-index-page.html
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5 Reply!

removal of personal responsibility, probably the greatest insult to mankind since the 9/11 fiasco.  As a Psy-ops event it ranks very highly in

propaganda and media manipulation, right up there with the HIV false flag...  teh Empire can put out a great fiasco, only the problem is that it

never has real facts to maintain it in the longer run... sort of of like one of those guys good for 30 seconds then poops out.  Like Jil St. John

said of having sex with JFK... "it was one of most exciting 30 seconds I've ever had".

"

"

12 Reply!

12 hours ago

Remember who the mask nazis are and don't forget what they did.  Never forgive them and don't let them rewrite history.

 

They're going to lose very soon.

 

All this WOKE BS is going extinct in a very short time.

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

Reply!

just now

Says Q?

I still see lots of lemmings. The $trillions controlled by Zionists are still in place constricting people worldwide. One can be hopeful,

but there is still much work to do. How do you overturn CNN and Google, something that should have been done under fake news 4

years ago?

HamFistedIdiot

"

"

4 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

I'm a selfish MFer

jesus_loves_you

"

"

1 11 Reply!

12 hours ago

All good as long as you mask + distance

StonedSolar

"

"

3 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

StoneStupid cite your studies

Solidstatephys

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

I wonder how long it will be before the only shows on Netflix are those where everyone is wearing a mask (except the bad guys).

RedNeckMother

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

Joe Bidet wears a mask because he stole an election...

Alchemy

"

"

5 Reply!

14 hours ago

He also noted that the Ct count was not provided to patients and physicians automatically. The tests are simply returned as positive or

negative. The entire idea of “asymptomatic” cases dissolves once you understand this.

The primary lab in my city runs the tests at 45 cycles and the local paper terrorizes the population with case counts daily.

laser

Joining the hosts of This Week in Virology in July, Fauci directly responded to a question about COVID-19 testing,
specifically how patients with positive tests might determine whether or not they are actually infectious and need to
quarantine.

“What is now sort of evolving into a bit of a standard,” Fauci said, is that “if you get a cycle threshold of 35 or more …
the chances of it being replication-confident are minuscule.”

“It’s very frustrating for the patients as well as for the physicians,” he continued, when “somebody comes in, and they
repeat their PCR, and it’s like [a] 37 cycle threshold, but you almost never can culture virus from a 37 threshold cycle.”

So, I think if somebody does come in with 37, 38, even 36, you got to say, you know, it’s just dead nucleotides,
period.”

"

"

13 hours ago

Okay. Tell me exactly how you found out what ct the lab is using because I’ve searched up and down for that and am finding no

documentation. 

RedNeckMother
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2 Reply!

documentation. 

"

"

4 Reply!

13 hours ago

It varies by lab. If you get a test result you have to contact the tester to find out their process cycle numbers. The fact that there is no

national standard tells me that they want the ability to turn the number of cases up or down as they want.

I suspect after the vaccine they will lower the cycle numbers so they get fewer positives so they can say "Look! The VACCINE saved us

all!"

Midlife Rambler

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

I spoke to the director. She said they also run two other tests but don't know the cycle rates because the manufacturer considers it

proprietary information. She says the other two machines yield similar results so they are probably similar. This is domestic terrorism.

laser

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

They use as many cycles as needed to generate a positive result.

1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512,1024,2048,4096,8192,16384, etc, etc

2^20 = 1048576

2^40 = 1.099x10^12

See what they're doing???

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

1 Reply!

13 hours ago

At 35 cycles the results are 97% false positives.

 

https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciaa1491/5912603

laser

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

2^35 = 34,359,738,368

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

7 Reply!

1 hour ago

COVID is a political disease.  Science has nothing to do with it.

Arch_Stanton

"

"

8 Reply!

1 hour ago

John Hopkins study determined that there IS NO INCREASE IN DEATHS IN 2020 ..For the last 5 years studied , the amount of deaths has

remained relatively the same ..In other words , the data does NOT show increased amount of deaths due to you know what..The fact they took

down the study and scrubbed it from the net says something as well..This is more proof they are just LABELING OTHER deaths c19..

raymeejrs

"

"

7 Reply!

1 hour ago

The CARES Act is a $2 trillion incentive to diagnose Covid. All other diseases are significantly down this year, even heart disease has

largely dissapeared. 

Sid Finch

"

"

3 Reply!

2 hours ago

For control of the masses, and satanic rituals.

constiwhotion

"

"

5 Reply!

2 hours ago

The FDA has not certified any mask/face cover to slow the spread of coronavirus. 

BigPurpleFart

"

"

2 hours ago

But the CDC is endorsing their use.

Walter Melon

https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciaa1491/5912603
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3 Reply!

Go figure.

"

"

4 Reply!

2 hours ago

Wearing a mask to stop the flu is like putting a screen door on a submarine to stop a leak.

atanoi

"

"

4 3 Reply!

3 hours ago

Some of us in the medical profession have said from day one that the medical professionals & high risk people should wear N95 or better

masks and that cloth and surgical masks are pure fluff.  The virus particle size is such that the only chance to filter it out is N95 +.  And even

that is theoretical.  In the 1918 pandemic, San Francisco was hailed as an example of how well masks worked, but they were hammered in the

2nd wave. Precautions for high risk people including N95 masks, social distancing, vaccinations etc, and letting the rest of low risk society get

back to normal would appear reasonably appropriate.  

DanausPlex

"

"

2 Reply!

2 hours ago

Masks are causing older people to FALL and make the wearer a NONPERSON psychologically

Social Distancing is causing people not to touch or communicate in a Human way

Vaccinations are part of the Transhuman Agenda and are neither NECESSARY nor Recommended since Big Pharma makes them with more

poisons than a sewer has

YOU ARE A GAS LIGHTED medical person.  Unwittingly, you are part of the problem

MoralsAreEssential

"

"

1 Reply!

27 minutes ago

I may not have made myself clear.  It should be YOUR CHOICE whether or not to wear a mask, contrary to what some suggest.  But if

you decide to use a mask, use a N95 or better.  Even if you are in the high risk category it is still YOUR CHOICE, the risks are yours. 

But high risk persons that want maximum protection, should NOT use anything other than N95s or better, then it should make no

difference whether others wears masks, they still have significant protection.  I personally recommend N95+ masks only to high risk

persons, not cloth or surgical, but the choice is theirs.  "GAS LIGHTED?" - nope, just trying to do what is best for my patients - and I

was never in favor of shutting down any of the country - New York city shows how well that worked.

DanausPlex

"

"

3 Reply!

3 hours ago (Edited)

Good explanation of this religious extreme Fauci Covid Cult, rather horrible and why I've helped the German Corona Investigatory Committee

prepare to include Fauci as a defendant when they file their Class Action Lawsuit for their Crimes Against Humanity against all those

responsible for the creation and propagation of civid:

https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/10/17/revealed-the-covidian-cult/.

Here is who is going to put him in prison for life:

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/17/coronavirus-fraud-biggest-crime-against-humanity.aspx.

They're beginning to sue those responsible for the Lock Down crime:

https://theduran.com/massive-lawsuit-launches-against-the-lockdowns/.

NotAGenius

"

"

4 Reply!

6 hours ago

Masks are a symbol of submission. and the submissives are mad at the few people who still have a spine to stand on. if you disagree, it's

because you are one of them. communists should be euthanized

Darkoofthedark

"

"

3 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

They should just make a John and Jane DOE latex mask - so we would all look the ***KING SAME !

Might as well completely give up our individualism !

Friends only recognise me by my EARS now !

JackOliver4

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

It would be a shame if someone started robbing people wearing a mask since they are such easy targets.

theWHTMANN

"

"

https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/10/17/revealed-the-covidian-cult/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/17/coronavirus-fraud-biggest-crime-against-humanity.aspx
https://theduran.com/massive-lawsuit-launches-against-the-lockdowns/
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3 Reply!

12 hours ago

It'll be even funnier to see you get tased and it livestreamed on Tik Tok

StonedSolar

"

"

3 1 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

.

ReflectoMatic

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

^^Nutjob^^

A Lunatic

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

Yeah. A half bubble out of plumb.

Savvy

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

With each passing year, and the exposure of people like Epstein, the "nutjob" epithet carries less and less weight.

 

Patrick Bateman Jr.

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

From the CDC website:

Look at the section on masks.

A review of 70 years of research.

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article

laser

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

Good find, thanks.

Savvy

In pooled analysis, we found no significant reduction in influenza transmission with the use of face masks (RR

0.78, 95% CI 0.51–1.20; I2 = 30%, p = 0.25) (Figure 2). One study evaluated the use of masks among pilgrims
from Australia during the Hajj pilgrimage and reported no major difference in the risk for laboratory-confirmed
influenza virus infection in the control or mask group (33). Two studies in university settings assessed the
effectiveness of face masks for primary protection by monitoring the incidence of laboratory-confirmed influenza
among student hall residents for 5 months (9,10). The overall reduction in ILI or laboratory-confirmed influenza
cases in the face mask group was not significant in either studies (9,10).

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

Also;

In our systematic review, we identified 10 RCTs that reported estimates of the effectiveness of face masks in reducing laboratory-

confirmed influenza virus infections in the community from literature published during 1946–July 27, 2018. In pooled analysis, we

found no significant reduction in influenza transmission with the use of face masks

Disposable medical masks (also known as surgical masks) are loose-fitting devices that were designed to be worn by medical

personnel to protect accidental contamination of patient wounds, and to protect the wearer against splashes or sprays of bodily fluids

(36). There is limited evidence for their effectiveness in preventing influenza virus transmission either when worn by the infected

person for source control or when worn by uninfected persons to reduce exposure. Our systematic review found no significant effect

of face masks on transmission of laboratory-confirmed influenza.

laser

"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

Ah! Beat me to it! Glad someone else has that site bookmarked.

RedNeckMother

"

"

13 hours ago

Spies were about to be put out of business by facial recognition AI.

 

Qui Bono?

JaxPavan

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article%23tnF2
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article%23r33
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article%23r9
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article%23r10
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article%23r9
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article%23r10
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article%23r36
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3 Reply!

Qui Bono?

"

"

3 Reply!

14 hours ago

Will someone please call China and ask them how they beat covid without a vaccine?

Vesta

"

"

2 Reply!

14 hours ago

We are not talking to China .............for the very reason you have mentioned !

That's why the MSM trashes China everyday - to destroy their credibility !!

ALL those TV watching ZOMBIES no longer believe a word China says ! 

This is a tried and tested strategy of the Rothschild owned ZIONIST media !

 

JackOliver4

"

"

3 Reply!

14 hours ago

Public policy shall not be debated in public. 

1manrme

"

"

2 Reply!

33 minutes ago

If my mask falls off when I am in the woods alone what am I to do?

4medicinalpurposesonly

"

"

2 Reply!

12 minutes ago

Bark like a dog to alert your neighbor...so they can report you.

LOL123

"

"
2 Reply!

2 hours ago

if covid patients were treated at home with dexamethasone, zinc, vitamin D, and green tea then there would be no covid pandemic. instead

they execute covid patients will ventilators. masks will cause brain damage, especially in children. there are doctors and officials that will be

going to jail for executing covid19 patients and crimes against humanity. they will probably be executed for such treason

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago (Edited)

Careful Google will terminate accounts not in line with CCP agenda.

sheephoarder

"

"

Reply!

1 hour ago

Drop dexamethasone (unless pharma rep), add Selenium, vit C, you are good to go.

Argentumentum

"

"

2 Reply!

2 hours ago

OBEY-THE-STATE

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

breathe deep and do yoga!

samuraitrader

"

"

2 Reply!

2 hours ago

Don’t just tell a lie...tell a BIG lie - Adolf Hitler. 

Smokey

"

"

3 hours ago

"Sir, you cannot enter our premises without a mask"

"I have an invisible nanotech anti-viral spray on my face and my hands, it's the very latest from Germany" - holds hands out - "See, neat, isn't

it? But don't tell anyone, it's still supposed to be secret"

Dwarsligger
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2 Reply!

"Sir, I don't believe you"

"If you can believe that grubby looking cloth protects you from The Plague, then you can believe my nanotech story"...

"

"

2 Reply!

5 hours ago

June 1st AAPS published masks allow viruses through: medics use them to stop bacteria, not this coronavirus which measures 0.125

micrometer, small enough and like a fly through chicken wire as far as going through the mask weaving diameter.

Why does nobody refer to that study: the answer is clear.

In Sweden they never needed to wear masks and they have near zero deaths for months on end (just an uptick in this new flu season.

Jung

"

"

2 1 Reply!

6 hours ago (Edited)

5g is the Deep State's wet dream for control and surveillance.

5g is a gold mine for Big Pharma and multi-internationals.

5g pulsed radiation compromises cell permeability allowing Covid to enter.

The 5G-covid link is the modern heresy. The MSM and social media algorithms have buried it.

When truth becomes treason lies become the truth.

Wake up!

https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure

sparkadore

"

"

3 Reply!

7 hours ago (Edited)

We have simple tried and true methods for not spreading germs.

1. Do not go out in public when you are sick which is appropriate, temporary social distancing.

2. Carry disposable tissue for sneezing or coughing and throw used ones away and wash your hands. Which is sanitary unlike masks which

begin to grow bacteria within an hour.

3. During cold and flu season make sure to stay out of damp, cold night and morning air and include more preventatives in the diet. Immune

system boosters like citrus fruit, echinacea, zinc, elderberry, yarrow, etc...

 

We learn these things as small children. Nothing new. This idea that millions of people are running around infected and symptom free is idiotic

and completely unsubstantiated. It’s a total manipulation of society. 

 

 

taglady

"

"

3 Reply!

7 hours ago (Edited)

The character, "The Gimp" from the movie Pulp Fiction had to wait in the closet with a mask on until Zed and Maynard let him out.  The

endgame of the mask mandate is humiliation and subservience.

The government has no more right to force citizens to wear a mask than they did to put a knee on George Floyd's neck.  The police did not

know that Floyd's breathing capacity was diminished by his use of fentanyl.  Similarly, the government has no way of knowing the varying

breathing capacity of every individual that can be reduced by health issues and drug use.

The science behind the transmission of a virus is that the virus sticks to the saliva which is then aerosolized by exhaling or talking.  Wearing a

mask prevents the virus from being expelled into the atmosphere and forces people to wallow in their own excrement and make themselves

sick.

The Roe v. Wade Supreme court decision found a constitutional right to privacy that was broad enough for a woman to to be allowed expel her

baby from her body.  Certainly, this constitutional right to privacy is broad enough to allow unobstructed respiration so people can expel

excrement from their body and not be forced to wallow in it and not to reduce their breathing capcity to unhealthy levels.

RikEmmett

"

"

2 13 Reply!

9 hours ago

For 100+ years people have worn masks to reduce spread of disease, now may be the first time in history when we have a hysteria where

people have somehow lobotomized themselves into thinking they do nothing.  Perhaps people fear losing control in their lives, and feel the

need to get angry, lash out, and be superior..

luftmensch

"

"

8 hours agoSoutherly Buster

https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure
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6 2 Reply!

8 hours ago

"For 100+ years people have worn masks to reduce spread of disease"

Lol

Southerly Buster

"

"

2 5 Reply!

8 hours ago

100% correct. Maybe they're lashing out due to inadequacies in other parts of their sad lives

StonedSolar

"

"

5 Reply!

7 hours ago

For 100 years masks have been worn in clinical settings to prevent bacterial diseases.  Nobody wears gloves, masks and gowns in a

thoracic procedure to prevent VIRAL diseases.  Jack off.

Amy G. Dala

"

"

1 Reply!

3 hours ago

And now that we've made this great experiment where 80% of the people are wearing masks for seven+ months ...

...

... the annual death rate remains unchanged.

Walter Melon

"

"

2 Reply!

11 hours ago

N95 respirators use a filter of densely woven fibers that can stop aerosol particles through impaction, interception and diffusion as the air

being breathed in passes the mesh. They are 95 percent efficient in stopping particles down to about 0.1 micrometers (microns) in diameter.

So they work well on tuberculosis, and other bacteria, that range in size from about 0.3 to 20 microns.

 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/scientific-brief-sars-cov-2.html

Updated Oct. 5, 2020

 

Airborne transmission is not equally efficient for all respiratory microbes

For some viruses and bacteria, airborne transmission is a highly efficient mode for spreading infection. Examples

include Mycobacterium tuberculosis (the bacterium that causes tuberculosis), rubeola (the virus that causes measles), and varicella-

zoster (the virus that causes chicken pox). Although these infections can be transmitted at close range, they are also efficiently and

frequently transmitted over longer distances (i.e., more than six feet) or over longer times (i.e., to people passing through an air space in which

the infectious person was present minutes to hours earlier). It is especially important to control pathogens that readily infect by means of

airborne transmission in healthcare and other occupational settings where special engineering controls are required to prevent spread

(e.g., negative-pressure airborne infection isolation rooms, high efficiency respirators).

 

"The epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2 indicates that most infections are spread through close contact, not airborne transmission."

Prevention of COVID-19 by airborne transmission

Existing interventions to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2 appear sufficient to address transmission both through close contact and under

the special circumstances favorable to potential airborne transmission. Among these interventions, which include social distancing, use of

masks in the community, hand hygiene, and surface cleaning and disinfection, ventilation and avoidance of crowded indoor spaces are

especially relevant for enclosed spaces, where circumstances can increase the concentration of suspended small droplets and particles carrying

infectious virus. At this time, there is no indication of a general community need to use special engineering controls, such as those
required to protect against airborne transmission of infections, like measles or tuberculosis, in the healthcare setting.

There you have it from the CDC website - there is no indication for the general community to use special controls, i.e. high efficiency

respirators.

cpt. carptastic

"

"

10 hours ago

It’s worth noting that SARS-COV-2 viron (aka virus particle) size is on average 125 nanometers (0.125 microns) with a range of 0.06

microns to .14 microns.

 

An N95 mask filters down to 0.3 microns.

 

That means two average sized SARS-COV-2 virons can go through the pores in an N95 mask sideways, metaphorically arm in arm, and

not touch the sides of the hole in the mask.

 

RagnarHadAPoint

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/scientific-brief-sars-cov-2.html
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5 Reply!

 

Unless a SARS-COV-2 viron is riding on something larger like a water droplet, a speck of dust, a smoke particle, etc. even an N95

won’t do anything more than make you feel like you’re doing something to try to help. That’s not nothing but it’s not the panacea many

would want you to think it is.

"

"

1 Reply!

7 hours ago

Yeah, but how many people are wearing N95's, especially considering they make breathing difficult and should not be worn for long

periods?

Isn't it true that most are wearing the cloth diaper variant which only serves to accumulate exhaled bacteria thereby causing harm to

the wearer when reinhaled? Also, largely overlooked is the fact that the cheap, disposable variety sold in boxes of 50, have been

treated with toluene and formaldehyde. In a recent test by a French doctor using a meter to gauge toxicity from formaldehyde, it took

only 13 seconds before the device's alarm sounded warning that a dangerous dose had been inhaled.

Bollockinell

"

"

2 Reply!

12 hours ago

Critics of the Danish Controlled Study (Denmask-19) essentially argue that masks stop the Virus when you exhale but not when you inhale. I’d

like to see the evidence for that.

This is a good analysis too: https://culturalanalysisnet.wordpress.com/2020/08/05/de-facing-victoria/

SatireT

"

"

5 Reply!

10 hours ago

Yes, the mask becomes energized by magic particles, which completely eliminate the virus when you exhale, thus magically protecting all

in the whole land!

In reality, it may stop/slow down large droplets of water/spit which may have germs in them.

Basically, wearing a mask is just like tying a snot rag to your face all day.  

sidorg222

"

"

2 7 Reply!

12 hours ago

What is the political motive? Who is behind it? Are surgeons wearing masks doing so for no reason?

PotusNextus

"

"
2 Reply!

12 hours ago

You can't be serious, your question is incredibly stupid

Solidstatephys

"

"

Reply!

12 hours ago

Hah, LOL.

Votes liberal

newmacroman

"

"

7 Reply!

12 hours ago

Masks protect a patient from bacteria when a surgeon operates.  Viruses a submicroscopic.  Masks do ZERO to block viruses. 

Viruses are so small, only a biohazard protective suit a bleach spray keeps viruses out.

H95 masks, the best you can find, are useless.

Wearing a mask everyday greatly increases the chances of pneumonia or respiratory infection.

Reused masks are dirty petri dishes of bacteria and make you more vulnerable to viruses.

 

Natural immunity and social distancing are you best bet.  It is not necessary for most people to social distance, only the sick and weak.

 

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

2 1 Reply

13 hours ago (Edited)

Shame on the People for not doing their own research...

they have no excuses anymore, do they.

The facts are out there, and readily available.

A lazy and malleable lot, We are.

Ripe for the picking.

Cabreado

"

"

https://culturalanalysisnet.wordpress.com/2020/08/05/de-facing-victoria/
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2 1 Reply!"

"

2 Reply!

13 hours ago

One does not get published on zh or faux or any main stream outlet unless they're gov. approved. America is more propagandized than china

& has been for a long, long time. Look around at the people in your community. They're gone baby.

jenin younes = 1+5+5+9+5 + 7+6+3+5+5+1 = 52 (Full Reduction)

government = 7+6+4+5+9+5+4+5+5+2 = 52 (Full Reduction)

Govern-ment literally means 'mind control'.

 

 

Bannedeverywhere

"

"

1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Eh?

Mouldy

"

"

2 Reply!

12 hours ago

Well his math is correct but his connection to reality is tenuous. 

Justapleb

"

"

2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Wearing cloth masks don’t block breathing in germs. They might help block spraying saliva from coughs or sneezes from a sick person. I think

this has more to do with making global immigration OK. To close, this was still a purposeful attack on the part of China. It will be

substantiated!

champ2top

"

"

2 Reply!

14 hours ago

I have just found the cure for Corona (and nearly every other problem in life)...

1 pt Covonia Chesty Cough Mixture.

2 pts Brandy (preferably Cognac)

Mix together and keep taking until you feel better, which won't take long.

Remember though that Corona is a scam for most people it's just like a cold or mild flu or even asymptomatic, however that should not put

you off from trying my new wonder medicine. 

wetwipe

"

"

7 Reply!

14 hours ago

Cure for coronavirus = unplug TV... Gone

Loco Hum

"

"

3 Reply!

14 hours ago

Switch off TV... check (Don't have the crappy £150 per year licence anyway)

Don't listen to the government and an not brainwashed by social media.

Therefore to me Corona virus does not exist.

wetwipe

"

"

1 Reply!

14 minutes ago

Masks via coronavirus hoax is the mechanism for the great reset of klaus schwab ( who died and left him king?)....so control is the panic button

to collectively scare people to conformity and ccp restrictions.

Audit these Democrat states and let's see where and who the chinese money launderer are.

Newsom administration refuses to divulge nearly $1-billion ...

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-04/gavin-newsom-will-not-release-california-coronavirus-masks-byd-contract

Attorneys for Gov. Gavin Newsom's administration refused Monday to reveal the contents of a $990-million contract for purchasing

protective masks from a Chinese electric car manufacturer, even

LOL123

"

"

2 hours ago

The lockdowns have a much deeper agenda, read my final blog post...

HoodRatKing

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-04/gavin-newsom-will-not-release-california-coronavirus-masks-byd-contract
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-04/gavin-newsom-will-not-release-california-coronavirus-masks-byd-contract
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2 Reply!

The lockdowns have a much deeper agenda, read my final blog post...

 

Anyway, this will be my final & last blog, so goodbye ZeroHedge readers, it was fun, thanks!

"

"

Reply!

1 hour ago

Most of us know that. 95% of humanity has failed this IQ/Critical Thinking test, however. These who know, what can/will we do? I have

been trying to wake ppl up, have written articles... Now, I have found my "off-gird, off-road, away from society) paradise Life Hedge

Property in South Am. Very happy indeed to observe this shtshow from a distance.

I have been here since the beginning so I remember "good old days". Many good commentators have left. Controlled demolition of this

site in process. Some have found a new censor-free meeting place...

Interested, drop me a line  - lifehedge(at)protonmail.com

 

Argentumentum

"

"

1 6 Reply!

2 hours ago

The author should volunteer to work in ANY local hospital.  Beyond stupid.

For all you conspiracy buffs though.........do not take any vaccine.  Don't wear a mask.  Tongues

kiss everyone you meet.  If you get sick refuse treatment and invite all your friends over for the weekend.

 

ableman28

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

distancing, masks, hygeine. that’s what they did against the black plague. these are dark age tactics

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

1 1 Reply!

2 hours ago

Why are dogs not required to mask?  Because maskers are stupid and refuse to accept reality.  If your dog does not social distance, 6 ft, tries to

sniff my nuts, my feet, the bush next you, it gets a boot to the snout.  Dogs are filthy and proven transmitters of Covid19.  Go fnck yourself.

sheephoarder

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

Your Hatred is your Kharma

Dogs are much higher beings than you are.

MoralsAreEssential

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

Down vote for covid religious ignorance.

Upvote for not needing a filthy beast to facilitate your interpersonal relationships.

sheephoarder

"

"

1 Reply!

3 hours ago

A giant masquerade...

bustdriver

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

The 3 W’s

•wear a mask

•wash your hands

•wool over eyes

 

BigPurpleFart

"

"

1 Reply!

3 hours ago

Silly normie writers have to pretend it's real. Next!

Yamaoka Tesshu

"

"

https://galeinnes.blogspot.com/2020/11/centralized-life.html
http://protonmail.com/
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1 Reply!"

"

1 9 Reply!

3 hours ago (Edited)

First. Fauci said “stop buying masks” because people were hoarding them and they were needed by first responders and nursing staff. It had

nothing to do with the effectiveness of mask wearing.

Second. The main vehicle for transmission/spread of the virus was not totally clear early on. We now know it is more airborne and less surface

spreading (unlike H1N1). This has much to do with your conclusion that the science was “flipping.” 

Honestly, your article seems to ask “why didn’t everyone have all the answers and get everything right the first time when battling the unknown

pathogen?” It seems unrealistic and somewhat childish. It’s not like the gov is asking you to storm a foreign beach in a Higgins boat. It’s

possible masks help mitigate a virus that is killing a small number of Americans. Put on the damn mask and shut up.

 

Edit: I’m in Cabo right now. We wear masks indoors while walking the resort. Outside nobody is wearing a mask. They are sanitizing everything

everywhere. I don’t “live in fear!” I will however be an adult and keep myself and others as safe as possible when and where I can. If a simple

face covering may assist in this what’s the big cry baby fvcking deal?

yrad

"

"

7 Reply!

3 hours ago

“why didn’t everyone have all the answers and get everything right the first time when battling the unknown pathogen?”

Of for pity's sake. This is not a 'brand new' pathogen. It's a virus. We have been battling viruses for thousands of years. We've also been

battling the cold virus all my life, and we don't advise people to wear masks all winter, do we?

There is no *real* evidence, anywhere, that those little blue masks, as worn by the general public, do a single thing to stop either

transmission or infection. There is a lot of evidence for the null hypothesis, though. 

I agree with another poster up top: this is a psy-op, not at health-op. 

FrankDrakman

"

"

7 Reply!

3 hours ago

The big fucking deal is that wearing a mask has nothing whatsoever to do with keeping yourself and others safe. Being a self-righteous

jackass doesn't make you a good person, either - get a clue. It makes you a self-righteous jackass..

journey80

"

"

3 Reply!

3 hours ago

I can see the fear in your eyes from here, you puzzzzy.

WhiteHose

"

"

1 1 Reply!

6 hours ago

climate change and virus DOGMA have been IMPOSED on the world by China that has successfully used MIND CONTROL to cripple ever

economy but its own - China benefits from lower energy proces, the shutting down of the global ex-China economy, whilst it supplies its

satellite countries with its manufactured technological goods for onward transmission to the failing global ex-China economy.

China has enabled politicians globally to become complicit in their own corruption - ask Biden, Clinton, Gore, Obama and Kerry.

hooligan2009

"

"

1 Reply!

9 hours ago

We’re all gonna die, man!  

Krinkle Sach

"

"

4 1 Reply!

8 hours ago

On a long enough timeline

StonedSolar

"

"

1 19 Reply!

10 hours ago

Are masks 100% effective? NO

Are masks harmful to the wearer? NO

Are masks greater than 0% effective? YES

If a retail merchant says you must wear a mask to enter private property, then if you respect the property rights of others, you will wear a

mask. If you don't respect the property rights of others and refuse to wear a mask, then the consequences are on you.

If you're not wearing a mask and try to get in my face, breathe on me, cough on me, I consider that a deadly threat and will respond

appropriately, and you do so at your own risk.

AuEagleNest

"

"
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"

"

3 2 Reply!

10 hours ago (Edited)

.

Morphic

"

"

5 2 Reply!

10 hours ago

Good luck in court with that one.

It's a loser defense even in Texas.

Jeff-Durden

"

"

1 1 Reply!

10 hours ago (Edited)

.

Morphic

"

"

10 1 Reply!

9 hours ago

Masks in social setting are outrageously harmful, and not just to the wearer but to everyone around you. They damage social relations

and dehumanise us. That’s just the sociological harm. Now if you look at Fauci’s paper from 2007 on the Spanish Flu, they found that

most victims didnt die from the flu but from bacterial pneumonia. This was likely caused by wearing face masks for extended periods of

time.

SatireT

"

"

1 4 Reply!

9 hours ago

Very well said. I'm going to copy this rare bit of intelligence on ZH

StonedSolar

"

"

1 1 Reply!

9 hours ago

Aren’t you a tough little Karen. 

Krinkle Sach

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago (Edited)

Your so stupid you would wear a banana on your head to prevent global warming if the gov told you to.

 

 

Southerly Buster

"

"

Show More Replies

1 17 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

Don't worry America.. .we have adults who follow science and medicine coming into power on Jan 20. Finally we join the rest of the world in

actually developing a strategy leveraging doctors and scientists. We will finally start to tackle the utter failure of orange and being #1 in the

world on cases/ICU/deaths. The good American people in the tard red states like SD will finally be able to get the benefits of a national

strategy and throw failures like Noem in jail.

No need to inject disinfectant or speak in tongues.

StonedSolar

"

"

6 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

# 1 with false positive tests based on our policy of using 40 cycle tests which conclusively prove nothing you idiot

Chiefisme

"

"

10 Reply!

12 hours ago

Sure, some tests are false but overall we are #1. ICU and death numbers prove it. 

So mask up and distance. 

StonedSolar

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

You must be a bot, nobody is that stupid

Chiefisme

"

"

12 hours agoStonedSolar
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9 Reply!

12 hours ago

Stop trying to tax your mind and just mask up. We will have adults in charge real soon bro

StonedSolar

"

"

3 Reply!

12 hours ago

40% is not some tests StonedStupid. you Bitards can't even follow Fauci. Us deaths and ICU's are not even in the top 10

Solidstatephys

"

"

1 6 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

Didn't I tell you to sit in the corner with your mask on until you are told what to do

StonedSolar

"

"

2

12 hours ago

here's a response to your stonedStupid comment Didn't I tell you to sit in the corner until you are told what to do

Solidstatephys

"

"

7 Reply!

12 hours ago

The criminal Biden won’t take office—watch and see.  

Thalamus

"

"

1 9 Reply!

12 hours ago

Stop being a sore loser.

StonedSolar

"

"

4 Reply!

12 hours ago

Here's your Biden giving his victory speech.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFWPsB03yRo

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

3 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid you're an incredibly ignorant clown. on a per capita basis the US is not even in the top 10. You're desperate be instructed

on your meaningless existence

Solidstatephys

"

"

6 Reply!

12 hours ago

What about the much larger number of scientists who aren't NWO sellouts saying most of what they say about COVID is BS?   Oh and they

have ample proof!  What about the John Hopkins Studies that were censored?

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

1 5 Reply!

12 hours ago

Loosen the tinfoil hat bro. It's starving oxygen to your brain more than any mask could.

StonedSolar

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

I believe in science.  I don't believe in FB, Twitter or Fauci who has lied repeatedly. 

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

2 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Loosen the tinfoil hat bro. It's starving oxygen to your brain more than any mask could

Solidstatephys

"

"

1 5 Reply!

12 hours ago

^^ When brain is unable to provide anything intelligent.. have to copy the Sponge ^^

StonedSolar

"

"

2

12 hours ago (Edited)

^^ When brain is unable to provide anything intelligent.. have to copy the Spooge ^^

Solidstatephys

"

"

12 hours ago

Even after editing this post at least once the post above is the best, most sagacious, most scintillating post you could come up with?

RagnarHadAPoint

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFWPsB03yRo
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1 Reply!

Even after editing this post at least once the post above is the best, most sagacious, most scintillating post you could come up with?

 

You should get to bed, have a nice night’s sleep, and then tomorrow have a good long think about the many wrong turns that you must

have made to come to this low point in your life. Whatever caused you to become such a smug anus AND avoid developing any capacity

for critical thought isn’t a permanent condition. With effort both unfortunate conditions are fixable. 

"

"

1 5 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

The fact you chose to write such a detailed reply tells me the facts I cited have triggered you beyond reason. Go smoke a bowl.. .may

help but unfortunately your TardVirus afflicting is permanent :-(

StonedSolar

"

"

2 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid you should know pot lowers your immune response, don't overtax your last braincell

Solidstatephys

"

"

2 Reply!

11 hours ago

You’re not important enough to trigger me. I pity you. I’m trying, apparently in vain, to wake you up and educate you before it’s

too late.

 

You’re clearly a useful idiot and will be among the first to get packed into a boxcar when your totalitarian masters get their way.

Fools like you are always the ones with the perplexed looks on your face when the real hardcore monsters have their leashes

removed and you and your ilk are filling mass graves with bullets in your brain pans.

After you finish your next bong check out what happened to the Sturmabteilung. 

 

We still have time to avoid the really ugly bits of this farce we’re all living through. 

RagnarHadAPoint

"

"
4 Reply!

12 hours ago

Doesn''t StonedSolar ever get tired of being the stuüpidest one in the room?

Schroedingers Cat

"

"
7 Reply!

12 hours ago

^^ When one's brain cannot handle facts and is #triggered ^^

StonedSolar

"

"

4 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

How about I just ignore you because you're just another IDIOT who doesn't matter?  Why not have an original idea of your own for

once? 

Schroedingers Cat

"

"

Show More Replies

1 2 Reply!

13 hours ago

"it assumed that 49% of Americans"

This was based on national surveys/polling, which also showed that the states with the most mask wearing also had the lowest transmission

rate.

Lie number one.

"In fact, by the summer, around 80% of Americans were regularly wearing them."

This hardly qualifies as a fact.  Lie number two.  What is a fact is that the above is total BS.

Don't believe me?  Explain why Taiwan, Vietnam, South Korea, New Zealand, etc. are doing so much better.

QABubba

"

"

2 Reply!

12 hours ago

They mass inoculated with https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BCG_vaccine, which mitigates the symptoms of corona virus, this has been

documented and buried, the vaccine in fact do not need to do any better that what already exists, just do it far more profitably.

If you wanted to be safe you simply should have got one. They did a study of six months, announced completely the study and then

buried the results, why?!?

rtb61

"

"

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BCG_vaccine
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1 12 Reply!

13 hours ago

Since there seem to be a gaggle of tards out tonight... here is why masks + distancing will be LAW soon

Aerosol droplets laden with the virus from cough or sneeze will most definitely be stopped. This is the basic fact that the tards on here don't

understand. For the virus that does make it to the other size of the mask, the 6' distance prevents transmission.

See how absurdly simple it is? 

StonedSolar

"

"

5 1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Best case scenario you starve to death.

Edge of Futility

"

"

1 9 Reply!

12 hours ago

Mask up and distance. No need to try to think about things your mind can't handle

StonedSolar

"

"

4 Reply!

12 hours ago

I decline to wear a mask anywhere I go, and claim a medical exemption to doing so largely for people like you.

Edge of Futility

"

"

1 3 Reply!

12 hours ago

Soon you'll be relegated to your trailer. By law!!!

StonedSolar

"

"

3

12 hours ago

you should be relegated to your moms basement by law

Solidstatephys

"

"
1 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

Get a fukking life. Why would anyone want hypochondriacs to rule the world? We would never survive.

rejectnumbskull

"

"
1 5 Reply!

12 hours ago

I have a great one and intend to keep it. So mask up and distance 

StonedSolar

"

"

1 Reply!

12 hours ago

Eat your mask

rejectnumbskull

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

Regardless, you WILL mask and distance come Jan 20. Get a jump start cupcake

StonedSolar

"

"

2 1

12 hours ago

No StonedStupidit wan't happen. Besides 83% compliance is about as good as it gets

Solidstatephys

"

"

3

12 hours ago

I will bigly laugh when you are tased and force-masked and or vaxed

StonedSolar

"

"

1

12 hours ago

Good God - u r pure communist. Get the F out of the USA & join your minions in China. You're sick in the head.

rejectnumbskull

"

"

1 Reply!

12 hours ago (Edited)

not evidenced in your stupid posts

Solidstatephys

"

"

12 hours agoSolidstatephys
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1 1 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid science is hard for you Bitards masks do zip to stop .1 micron diameter aerosols, in fact in provides a basis for an ultrafine

aerosol with a much larger dispersion range than 6 feet. See the MIT 30 foot aerosol study. What is absurd is your lack of intellect, it's

downright embarrassing

Solidstatephys

"

"

1 4 Reply!

12 hours ago

What is embarrassing (but not surprsing) is your stupidity. Let me help..

Masks stop water droplets laden with virus from leaving your mouth from cough or sneezing. And the 6' distancing keep you away

from virus that makes it through the mask. Even you should be able to grasp that.

StonedSolar

"

"

1 Reply!

12 hours ago

StonedStupid your science is just pathetic

Solidstatephys

"

"

Reply!

8 hours ago (Edited)

That is why you use a tissue and dispose of it. Duh! Nothing new. Were you born in a barn or something?

taglady

"

"

Reply!

7 hours ago (Edited)

You don’t sneeze into something and leave it attached to your face. That is disgusting. And when you sneeze into a mask droplets are

forced out all around it. When you sneeze into a tissue pressed to your face not so. And then you wipe and discard. This whole thing

is very stupid.

taglady

"

"

1 Reply!

14 hours ago

Trump also said wearing a mask was patriotic which is why i don't wear one.

Haboob

"

"

1 Reply!

14 hours ago

He meant a Slipknot mask.

Target Practice

"

"

Reply!

14 hours ago

No, it think he meant a gimp mask with the rubber appendage attachment, esp the Hunter Biden signature model.

wetwipe

"

"

1 Reply!

14 hours ago

I like the masks.  Who wants to see their fat, ugly faces.  

ToSoft4Truth

"

"

1 2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Those face shields are looking better every day.  Masks make me lightheaded.  

Ben A Drill

"

"

1 Reply!

14 hours ago (Edited)

Airlines don’t accept face shields as substitutes for masks.  

The New Feudalism

"

"

Reply!

1 hour ago

can you make a mask from a used sanitary towel, one of my colleagues wants to know - he's a soldier - he likes blood )

Josef Stalin

"

"

1 Reply!

38 minutes ago

jock straps (new) make a statement 

4medicinalpurposesonly

"

"

2 hours ago

Anyone who can think abstractly knows the masks are a satanic occult ritual designed to alter one’s normal breathing, which alters one’s

natural Holy State. When you give your consent to voluntarily alter your own breathing you are opening pathways for demons to enter. just like

PyrrhicVictory
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natural Holy State. When you give your consent to voluntarily alter your own breathing you are opening pathways for demons to enter. just like

yoga

"

"

Reply!

4 hours ago

A collocated benefit of the SC hearing complaints about unlawful usurpation of legislative process allowing fraud in the election as repugnant,

so too it can apply to the unlawful dictates of any state or local executive edict forcing people to wear masks or to take vaccines absent a

Constitutionally mandated legislative foundation in law.

Pritchards Ghost

"

"

Reply!

5 hours ago

TOTAL BS. 

Dash8
"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

Store employees get really ticked off if someone walks in without a mask around here.  I try to keep in mind that they need to avoid being

reported to government or police by Karen in order to survive and stay open. They've been set up for lawsuits and fines and snitch hotlines if

their customers don't comply.  For the sake of local jobs and business, I wear the mask in stores and that seems to be the consensus around

here. 

This is the law Pennsylvania is using to threaten us https://www.legis.state.pa.us/WU01/LI/LI/US/PDF/1955/0/0500..PDF

And some fantastic work here on the endgame: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/truth-rfk-jr-catherine-austin-fitts/?

itm_term=home

JustSayNo

"

"

2 Reply!

3 hours ago

I don't wear a mask in a store. If they don't accept my "medical exemption" (LOL) it's their problem.

When it comes time to pay their lease, wages, suppliers, I hope the remember who was standing at their door with a pocket full of money

to help them with that.

Hint: it wasn't the government.

The government was the one closing their business, not me. It's their battle to fight, not mine.

Walter Melon

"

"

Reply!

3 minutes ago

Bingo!

Hoss N. Pfeffer

"

"

1 Reply!

7 hours ago

Sad thing about masks, they appear to make sense.  There is no appreciation of the sense of scale.  This is not bacteria we are trying to

prevent.  Bacteria are like basketballs, viruses are like BB's, and the masks are like a chain link fence.  In the case of N95 masks, fitted properly,

they are really good chain link fences.  That's about it.  Not my opinion.

Amy G. Dala

"

"

2 Reply!

3 hours ago

And that's how the globalists screwed us. A lot of what they do has a superficial appeal to it, like "social distancing". Sure, if I'm two miles

away I'm unlikely to infect you. But they really have no clue (nor do they care) what a "safe" distance is.

And of course they're masters at psychological manipulation:

"Be smart, six feet apart"

"The three Ws"

"My mask protects you, your mask protects me."

All have a slogan-ish appeal to them. No science, of course. But for the low info masses, they don't need science.

Walter Melon

"

"

2 Reply!

3 hours ago

Not science either.  Do all a favor, go shit yourself and don't change your panties.  Or in your case shove that tampon farther up your

front hole, you probably like it.  

sheephoarder

"

"

8 hours agoyoushallnotkill

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/WU01/LI/LI/US/PDF/1955/0/0500..PDF
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/truth-rfk-jr-catherine-austin-fitts/?itm_term=home
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7 Reply!

Many Stalinists still proclaimed love for their leader as they were being executed.

It reminds me of our cultist patients who continued to deny the reality of C-19 with their dying breaths.

 

youshallnotkill

"

"

2 Reply!

7 hours ago

Old, weak, diseased.  On their way out already.  Covid was made to order.  Basically, unloads the legacy costs of society.  Until the

economic self-immolation, of course.  Which was totally unnecessary... defeated the whole purpose.

Amy G. Dala

"

"

2 Reply!

7 hours ago

Ziobot or useful idiot detected. To stupid to be here, No capacity of critical thinking. IQ/Critical thinking tests needed to get rid of the

litter here.

Argentumentum

"

"

2 Reply!

8 hours ago

I think we are all living a SciFi Movie

These Zygons came to earth and they replaced all the Politicians on the planet (explains a lot of them),

and there goal is to convert every person on the planet into a Zygon using untested unproven Vaccines.

 

JailBanksters

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

This way - face recognition programs can identify the unruly, non-compliant trouble makers. 

Bonkuloid

"

"

Reply!

14 hours ago

The malevolent masking....capitulating to the capitulators...culling of the capitalists...mask the avengers...séance amongst traitors...revenant

for fallen angels.

CovidFloozy

"

"

Reply!

14 hours ago

Mask-Up you dog

Herdee

"

"

12 Reply!

14 hours ago

I am not making a case that masks work, however, not addressing the “asymptomatic spread” question, or the supposed 14 day incubation

period, makes your article basically worthless. 

Peace_and_Love

"

"

4 Reply!

14 hours ago

"14 day incubation period"? Says who, the Women's March?

Kirk Patrick

"

"

14 Reply!

14 hours ago

This author has about the credibility or relevance as the Big Failed Bastard. Both utterly wrong and just irrelevant. 

StonedSolar

"

"

Reply!

14 hours ago

You trust the DOCTORS (who you don't ban).

You trust the SCIENCE (except this: " The recommendation to wear surgical masks to supplement other public health measures did not

reduce the SARS-CoV-2 infection rate among wearers by more than 50% in a community with modest infection rates ")

You trust PEER REVIEWED studies - except this: https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M20-6817

 

Kirk Patrick

"

"

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/opinions/1979/12/16/stalins-ghost-still-haunts-the-world/14d54dad-4b8c-4bbf-bcbb-51b7993539db/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/11/16/south-dakota-nurse-coronavirus-deniers/
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M20-6817
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1 Reply!

14 hours ago

The Great Reset pdf from the WEF:  http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_NES_Resetting_FOW_Agenda_2020.pdf

Jackagain

"

"
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